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Co.lorado's version of Proposition One
struck down in court
Last week the Colorado Supreme Court upheld the permanent injunction of Colorado's Amendment Two-an initiative similar to Idaho's
Proposition One-ruling it unconstitutional as a violation of the constitutional rights of equal protection and the right to petltion forredress of
grievances.
Proposition One is the anti-gay initiative sponsored by the Idaho
Citizens Alliance.
"The Court's decision provides additional support to our argument that
the Idaho initiative will be enjoined before it ever takes effect, and Idaho
taxpayers Won't be billed hundreds of thousands of dollars on a losing
legal battle; said Jack Van Valkenburgh, executive director of ACLUof
Idaho. "Taxpayers have so many better things to do with that money."
Van Valkenburg noted that Idaho's Proposition One has even greater
constitutional problems than Colorado's Amendment Two.
"Proposition One is not only uncon ..dtutional for the same reasons as
Colorado's amendment, but has a host of additional problems regarding
free speech in libraries, public schools and universities. The initiative is
designed to stifle discussion, a constitutionally protected activity," he said
Van Valkenburgh said he is fully confident that Proposition One will
fail in the courts if it is approved by voters.

Add/Drop deadline is approaching
The last day to make any class changes, including dropping and
adding, is Nov. 4.
Kimber Shaw, assistant coordinator of the Academic Advising Center,
says now is a good time for students to evaluate their situations and
make any necessary changes to ensure success.
"If you find yourself having problems in class, your professor should
be the first person with whom you should talk; said Shaw.
In addition to professors, BSU has other resources to help students. If
students are having difficulties with a particular concept in a math class,
they can visit the Math Drop-In Center, located in Room 235 of the
Math/Geosciences Building.
If a student needs help with an English class or other class which
requires writing, the Writing Center in Room 220 of the Liberal Arts
Building is available. Tutorial assistance in other subjects is available at
Student Special Services in Room 114of the Administration Building and
the Counseling and Testing Center, located in Room 605 ofthe Education
Building, provides personal and educational counseling.
Before dropping a class, speak with an academic adviser.
"Although an adviser's signature is no longer required for the
. drop/add procedure, advisers can point out the implications of lowering
your credit load," Shaw said.
These implications include financial aid eligibility requirements, reasonable academic progress requirements, extension of your graduation
date and loss of time already spent in class, among other things.
One alternative to dropping a class is auditing.
"Auditing a class means you still attend the class and participate, but
without the pressure of being graded and you do not receive any credit,"
said Shaw.

Tours at Old Penitentiary offered
over Halloween weekend
Visitors can tour the Old Idaho Penitentiary by candlelight, flashlight
and searchlight on Oct. 28 and 29.
Guests will become inmates for the night and will be led through the
yard by Uniformed guards on the way to their cells. Escaping inmates will be
captured and blues harmonica and guitar will help prisoners pass the time.
There are 200 tickets each night for the 45-minute tour and must be
purchased in advance. Cost is $10 for adults and $6 for children aged 6
through 12 (the experience is inappropriate for children under the age of
6). Tickets can be ordered by sending a check or money order to the Old
Idaho Penitentiary, 2445 Old Penitentiary Rood, Boise, 10 .83712 Please
specify the number in your party and the night you prefer. Tickets and
..1 commitment order wilI be sent
confirmation.
The Idaho State Penitentiary closed in 1973.The Idaho State Historical
Society owns the site and offers daily tours from noon, until 5 p.m. daily.
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KArENBUY lEU
Associate Editor-News
"~lthOUghhe-waselected presidenr ohhe'Warner Pacific ..
College student body and president of the Council of
Portland College and University Student Bodies, Mel White
describes college as a nightmare.
Like every other college student, White says his hormones were
surging but, after being educated in conservative Christian homes and
churches, not in a direction that he could accept at that time. White,
who studied religion and communication in college, says he was lonely because he felt too ashamed to tell anybody he was gay.
As a young student who "wanted more than anything in the
world to serve Jesus and His church with my whole heart, mind, and
body," White says he felt guilty and believed his homosexuality was
some kind of test from God instead of a gift.
."All through 'high school, college, grad school, and the first years of .
teaching, I really believed that homosexuality was a disease that
could be cured. a bent that could be straightened; he said.
After struggling against his homosexuality in reparative therapy.
for 30 years and after a 25-year marriage to a woman, White says sexual orientation can be "stifled, sublimated, beaten down, condemned,
and hated. but it cannot be changed."
White says sexual orientation is "not about sex, it's about who you
like to eat dinner With."
"There's no choice," says White. "You've got toaccept it (one's own
sexual orientation) or reject it, or celebrate it or not."
White, 54, has chosen to celebrate his homosexuality and is now
dean of the Cathedral of Hope of the Metropolitan Community
Church. His ~y and lesbian congregation in Dallas is 14,000strong.
White has been in a relationship with this partner, Gary Nixon, for
the past 11years. Stranger at the Gate: To Be Gay and Christian in
America (Simon and SChuster. 1994) is one of 24 books that White
has written and is both an autobiography and ,a personal manifesto.
White visited. BSU last Thursday to speak against Proposition One.
He encouraged gay, lesbian and bisexual members of the audience to
come out and interact with heterosexuals. White says that once supporters of the ICA initiative realize that they know someone who is
homosexual, they won't be voting for Proposition One.
After having been a ghostwriter during his "closet" years for such
leaders in the religious right as Jerry Falwell, Pat Robertson and Billy
Graham, White has an insider's understanding of fundamentalism or
"the urge to purge," as White says.
"You'd be surprised how many nice people-people you would
like-are working for the ICA,"says White. He says supporters of
Proposition One are just nice people who are misinformed, who
believe that homosexuals have an agenda' to recruit, abuse and neglect.
'White recognized that of course there are homosexuals who
abuse. But. the percentages of abusers are no smaller in the heterosexual population. White did note, however. that gay men are the lead·
ing victims of hate crimes in Idaho.
Bill Proctor, chairman of the ICA, attended White's lecture.
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Reverend
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speak against
Proposition One
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There's no
CHOICE.
You've got to

accept it
or REJECT it,
or celebrate it
or

NOT.

"

~Mel White on

sexual orientation

Register to vote before it's too late
MARK DAVID HOIJADAY
Staff Writer
The last day to register to vote in the upcoming Nov. 8 election is OCt.
21 at your precinct registrar or Oct. 28 until 8 p.m. with your county
clerk's office. Contact your county clerk's office to find out where your
precinct registrar office is.
"
The Ada County Clerk's Office is located on the third floor at 650
Main and can be reached through voter information at 364-2323.
Proof of residence for first time voters must be provided. Proof may
consist of a student 10 card from BSU.any Idaho State identification;
printed checks, rent receipts, utility bills, etc. Mail that lias been received
.is not proof of residence.
Ada County registrars will be in the Student Union Building all this
week from 10 a.m. until 2 pm.
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Information provided by Ada County
Sheriff's Office General Report Summary

The lingering
questions about
Clintoncare

Dat.

OH.n ••

1().7·94

Stalking

Math/GeosciencesBuilding,Room 121

lQ.8.94

Burglary

5935Brian Way

1().9-94

MaliciousInjury
to Property

2.'103 Campus Lane

1()'1().94

Burglary

1-84 & MP63

Location of Occuranc.

JOE REIX

1()'12·94

Attempted Burglary

337 Glen Ellen

Slaff Wriler

1()'12-94

MaliciousInjury
to Property

Cocheeseand Chinook

Although
83 percent
of
Americans pay for health care, the
general public-including
students-seems to know little about
what's going on with the current
health care debate.
Then again, anyone
who
watches enough C-Span knows
that even politicians are confused.
People seem perplexed with
the subject and afraid that a major
new growth in government might
happen without their consent. 1n
fact, the public (by 65 percent in a
Netosuieek poll) now seems to
favor backing away from the
health care issue and taking "more
time to examine the various proposals and start over next year."
Next year's Congress will be
different and should result in a
stronger Republican hand
"The elections in December will change the nature
of the debate; said W. David Patton, professor of
political science. "Republicans-do not want to see a
Clinton victory."
But Republicans aren't the only challenge to the
President's agenda. Willard Overgaard, professor of
public law, asserts that Clinton's problems are deepened by infighting in his own party.
"Health care reform is one of the contributing factors to the Democratic split...Iike the crime bill he'll
claim a win, but he won't win, it's a compromise," said
Overgaard.
Though Patton agrees the final bill will be a compromise, he said, "The Clintons, particularly Hillary,
deserve credit for getting health care reform on the
agenda."
"Perhaps the Clinton people bullied ahead too far.
Even people in the' Treasury said the plan financially
will not work; said John Freernuth, a political science
professor.
Like many political analysts, Patton said he thinks
the debate has become dominated by the rhetoric of
universal coverage, and has lost sight of the original
intent of reform, which was to contain cost. Patton
wonders where legislation tightening drug control, loosening medical school quotas and reforming the way
hospitals and drug companies do business has gone.
Clinton's original bill offered to help students
defer the high cost of medical school with federal
scholarships that would demand public service in
return. such as serving in inner-city hospitals upon
graduation
,
Overgaard also sees potential problems in federal
health care planning as "the needs and problems dif-

ACCESS

How easy is it to get around campus?

DAWNKRAMEIL
Associate Editor-General
College creates a different set of challenges for different people.
People with physical disabilities esP«,ially ~aveaunjque set of
des to overcome.
Boise state is generally user-friendly because it has the physical
advantage of being flat and relatively close-quartered, Nearly every
building on campus is equipped
with an automatic door.
But there are still problem
areas. One student who uses a
wheelchair could not get to a class
on the second floor of the Health
Science Building because there is
no elevator. II is probably the only
classroom building on campus
without an elevator, said Roger
Gossi, coordinator of Student
Special Services. That particular
classroom is not generally used
but, because of overcrowding, it
had been scheduled. A switch of
classrooms solved the problem, but
other problems are more complex.
For Heidi (henney,
For example, Gossi said one big
classes on the
problem on campus is a lack of
second floor of the
signs that are readable for students
Health Science
who are Visually impaired. Many
are not fully blind and do not read
Building are
Braille, but they cannot see signs
inaccessible.
which are hung from ceilings.
Gossi's office deals with the needs of students with disabilities. They
provide note-takers, listening devices and address problems such as classes scheduled in buildings without elevators.
The University Accessibility Committee deals with the individual
problems of disabled students. They are preparing a survey to determine
the most pressing problems. The survey should be completed by the end
of the semester or early next spring.
Jennifer Grush, a committee member, said one challenge for students
with disabilities is not structural-it is the attitude of other students.
Grush, who is 3 feet 2 inches tall, said just because she looks like a child
is no reason to treat her like one. Many people will avoid a student who
is disabled or ignore them.
The committee holds educational panels to overcome this problem
throughout the school year. They also go to high schools and other
places to discuss issues relevant to' people with disabilities.

obsta~

fer fr.om state to state. State solutions seem more
rational"
Overgaard said states with greater needs will
oblige other states to pay for them. Idaho-would
probably end up paying more as a state.
Both Overgaard and Patton agree that central to
the problem of health care is a general lack of
responsibility.
"Self responsibility is a problem, we have introduced a system of gross expectations, when people
become permanently classified as burdens," said
Overgaard.
Freemuth credits both arrogance in the Clinton
Administration and diminishing public support for
the President's health care setbacks.
"Effective presidents lead by persuasion and coalition building, not by bullying through legislation;
said Freemuth.
Those wondering why it's taken so long to get
health care reform on the table might be surprised
that Carter, Nixon, Johnson and even Truman all
had health care proposais of their own,as Patton
points out. but due to "so many different groups
fighting for their share it makes it difficult to form
a coalition."
Patton said these warring groups (old versus
young, insurance companies versus. medical, interests,
etc) create Cracks in coalitions that politicians "jump
into and exploit for their own purposes."
And when will congress turn out a bill? Not until
next spring, said Patton
,
"In the end, they can both claim to influence the
final outcome ••but it will be a much different bill
than the President wanted," said Freemuth.
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Our hats are off 10 Annette Knight and Mark
Babson,lhe

1994 BSU Homecoming Queen and King.
rtf lake Ihis opparrunity

10 apolo-.

ize for not having a feature-length
ntervlew wilh these fine folks in
WI week's edition. I hope that the
campus community

can some-

how gel over it. There should

Editor

called campus

residents of Triumph 10 rope victims when he made

published

the comment,"
.
Whal he meant doesn't matter, whill he sald was

candidate.Here

we have ~ilh

styled diatribes about the perseculion

Last Thursday Jon Wroten, The Arbiter's circulation manager, burst Into my office.
"Pat, somelxxty stole all the papers from the
Business Building!"
He was~'1 kidding. TI,e Business Building is one of
our Ilusiest distrillulion points. We move lJelween 1,000

have !leen some menlion of it, 1 know, bUI

and 2,000 papers from Ihose IWo firsl floor racks each

we dropped Ihe 0011.

week. TIds week, al leasl 800 were gone in less Ihan 24

The reporter assigned 10

hours. While it would lJe nice 10 Ihink Ihal Ihe)' were

Ihe slory "forgot; .nd we ran a

simply picked up as we intend them 10 1Je-one at a

ferent slory in ils place. And you know what? I don'l

lime Ill' individual sludents and staff memlJers-thal's

really care. II's nOlhing persona~ Annelle and Mark, bUI

not very likely. You see, readers tend 10 discard Ihe

I Ihink homecoming

advertising inserts Ill' either leaving Ihem in Ihe I"Jck

wasle of mone)' (bul then again so are sparrs} There, I

or on the floor. TIll1rsday afternoon

said il. TIle Publications Boord meelS once a monlh and

Ihe racks were

sucks. It's ooring and stupid and a

oore. Empty. Period. No insert dellris, no wrinkled

has "Ihe aUlhority lO hear complainlS against the edi-

rerurn copies, nOlhing.
We have!leen in contact with Ihe Sherifrs depait-

lor ...:md to remove, suspend or reprimand •."

Stanger.

n..itor tl...

something

descrilJe ils ouliook. Nevertheless,

omy that includes wooden houses. On the other we

with those '6Os liberals who said "I may disagree wilh
your point of view, bUI I will defend your right to
express it" TIlal's why I was glad 10 discoverl~al

and generally doing whatever they can 10 halt destruc-

SUB, at leasl, has no policy regarding Ihe distribution

lion of our old growlh. And Ihen we have professor

of publicalions.

iI'S not purely advertising, any publication

organization skills. What we have is a very inleresling

tribuled free in Ihal building. He just worries about it

discussion of some very Important values issues. And

from a Iitler slandpoint

Ihal's what a universily is ~II aboul. My gratilude goes

we pUI them on an information

OUI 10 alllnxolved!

news for free speech.

steam donk'jYln

on all sides of Ihe issue. The 16-lon
frolll of the Hemingway

Ing from Ihis exhibit are my Uncle Ray's fingers,. which

I like Edith

assignment

With stalewide elec-

amounl of alcohollJeing

regarding censorship

sumed in Ihe parking lot before,
during and afler the homecom·

keggars-Ihere

a studenl lakes Iwo or Ihree il ain'l no big deal and we

Ihat comes 10 mind is Ihe

tossing OOckbeverages like

aren1 going 10 track ),ou down and make you pay. BUI

secretary of slate race
lJelween incumlJent Pete

anylxxty's business. I wanllO

if you lJelong 10 a group Ihal dis.1grees wilh our editorial posilions or monner of coverage or whatever, and

Cenarrusa and Democrat

campus. Ir's a sh3m Any cop

)'OUdecide 10 try 10 silence us b)' hijacking a lood of

Edith Slanger. My Iheory is

will lell you the I:1w is Ihe

our press run. we will prooecllle you.

Ihat the Republicans don'l
wanl any light cast old Pete's way for fear lhal he may
aClually come ollt of Ihe shadows looking like less of
vi:lble can<!idale lhan even I Imagine. He refused 10

were upright cit·
owners

know why we have a "dry"

I:1w,bUI when it comes to
.busling supporters of the
Blue and Orange, thaI same
cop will lell you Ihere's

published every letler 10 Ihe edilor we've received Ihis

deOOle Slanger in Ihe upcoming League of Women
Voterslldaho Press Club sessions. He's trying 10 keep as

year. Most of Ihem have expressed

quiet as possible and hope nolxxty notices him hunker·

report frequently

sludents 3re hassled and

ence with journalism has laughl me Ihal people gener-

ing there in his office.
Although he later apologized for his Insensitivity,

ally wrile lellers when they're pissed, not when they're

Cenarrusa losl me In a big way lasl year when he

in their residence halls, bUI

pleased. And Ihat's fine. Whall

made a very un.snvory comparison

Ihis week's log, which cov-

al a public meeling.

D:In Popkey of The Slalesman reported Ihal "•.the

Ihat this thert

for you.

con-

tion hype looming off

izens and motorhome

nothing h,e can do. The
Arbiler's campus crime
notes lhat

licketed for drinking beer

ers Homecoming

week·

remark came after several people lestifying at Ihe

end, has not even one sin-

where and why, bUI we're nol into unsubstanliated

meeling said il was lillie use to fighl designation of a

gle alcohol·rel3led

accusations. You know who you are. And you also

central Idaho mining locale as:i federal Superfund

lion listed. Why do we

know thaI fear is what has led you 10 Ihis despicable

t1eanup site. They said Ihe state should slart the

have rules if Ihey only

action. You are afraid of our influence? You think it's

cleanup and avoid long court oollies.

apply to a few?

Infrac'

~1I's a lillie like rape, relax and enjoy it: Cenarrusa

unfair? If you've got a problem with who we are or

Kirk Anderson

I need a 'net head Ohal's Internet, not hair net) to

I couldn't help but notice Ihe

alieni ion. One example

front us. What are you so afraid of?

Call1_. 'a.t heads
and the 'net If you're Into free speech and lechnology,

jusl aren'l gelling any

what we do, at least have the gUls and integrity to con·

table." ThaI's good

few decades back.

on the cover, we now clearly slale Ihal only Ihe first

handed, chickenshit, cry·OOby censorship

"If we find them on Ihe floor

do some research and reponing

copy is free. TI,eY're a buck each after that Of course, if

is. We have several theories abollt who, whal, when,

may be dis,

he losl pulling green chain at the sawmill in Emmell a

Ing game a while OOck.These

can'l stand is Ihe under-

Direclor Greg Blaesing said Ihal 3S long

Cenler for

Western SI6dies is the capper. I love Ir. Allchol'S miss-

weren't just college kids wilh

anger or disap-

the

Tom Trusky and his diligenl research and logistical

nOliced that certain races

toward The Arbiler. TIlal's fine. My experi-

I will have to agree

themselves 10 Porest Service vehicles, blocking roads,

cover. WeI~ as YOU'llnotice in oolh Ihe maslhead and

pointment

like "Regressing on the RighI" would better

have D:In Skinner and the Dixie eco crew, chaining

into Ihe Olone, perhaps

len page leller every week. 1 am proud to say we've

think thls

Perhaps

has extracted' our resources and buill us a strong econ-

you're like me and have

a leller. Hell, write a

group should consider changing lts ~me.

flying. On the one hand we have the induslry, which

he could do aooul iI, lJecause Ihe papers are, afler al~

me individunll)', thaI's fine-write

and 'Save the Males"-

and buckel loads of typos and missp.,lIlngs-1

inlended 10 lJe free. In fact, it says "free" righl on Ihe

I think whoever is responsible for Ihis is pure
chickenshit. If you disagree with The Arlliter, or with

in Paper" "Arenl Those Fernlnisrs Oever?" "Higher

give me a call over here 01 The Arbiler. rve got an

oolh s.1id il is againsl the I:1w.Officer Ron Freeman of
Ihe Ada Counly Sherifrs office s.1id there wasn'l much

Training Bras," "Student Graded Down for Ciling Rush
Educatton as Psycho-Therapy"

Alcohol hal.

ment and Ihe Studenl Press L,W Cenler. Both confirmed
Ihat Ihis I)'pe of Ihing happens at other universities, and

of the righl on

"Educalioo Under Feminist Siege; "Feminists In
.

It's ttmber lime here 01 BSU, and the fur is really

Fear and crlm.

called

campuses across America. Wlrh head,lines like

ing him with a strong defender of state lands, a native
an experienced

OC;1xlsedgroup

Accuracy in Academln.Ir's loaded with ,Rush UmOOugh,

'wrong.
And now we have the electoral oplion of replaeIdahoan, a current Bonneville County Connnissioner,

Report noaling around the campus? II's

by3 Washingioo,

said
"Cenarrusa said he meanl to compare Ihe plighl of
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Tim:ber
.lan;lrums:
•
mine and theirs
DANSK/NNE'

Rather, as with my impression of the rest of the
displays, little credence is given to anyone but the
Stoff Writer
industry.
There isno mention of the various precedent setting cases redefining timber
practices in Idaho. There is no
mention of the numerous
groups which are involved
with trying to change Idaho's
natural resource industries.
There is no mention of our expansive road less areas
he Timber Tornado is here. The Hemingway
that are now on the chopping block. There is no
Western Studies Center has opened its timber
mention that c1earcutting is still going on in these
exhibit running through Nov. 13.
native ecosystems. There are only saws, picks, tAs a concerned deep ecologist, I was told weeks
shirts, pictures and various other tools used to glorify
ago that this would be a balanced exposition dissucking pulp out of our forests.
playing all sides of the issue. Much to my dismay, I
From this point, we may move to the sympodiscovered this to be far from the truth. What
sium held by Dr.John Freemuth of the Political
we truly have on campus is a glorification of
Science department on Thursday night. As previthe timber industry with only nominal supously mentioned in this column, the panel for
port given to those who feel that there are
this event was stacked.
huge problems with current forest prac- '
Dr. Nick Casner began by asking us to
tices.
consider how future timber policy will
The highest regard must be given to
affect our lives. He explained the issue clearSandra Lopez, the artist whose books are
ly when he quoted Andy Kerr, an Oregon
featured in one of the three rooms. As a resiactivist: "we need to decide what the hell the
dent of Oregon's old-growth, she has seen first
National Forests are going to be used for."
hand the "mutilation" and "devastation" of
John Osborn of the Inland Empire Public Lands
forests in her bioregion. The disparity here is not
Council followed with historical references of corpothe effectiveness of her work. Rather, it is the
rate logging practices in the Northern Rockies.
extremely lopsided nature of the overall exhibit.
Perhaps his most crucial statement was that when'
Art placed next to fact is nearly impossible to
considering the Forest Service, there is "one treatment
compare. The emotion behind Lopez's work is diffino matter what the problem Log it. Log it."
cult to discern without the artist being present. For
Joe Hinson of the Intermountain Forest Industry
this reason, it is too bad she could not be on hand
Association followed explaining why the environthroughout the event.
mental laws of the country are being used in ways
I asked the curator about the clear biases I viewed
Congress never intended. He went as far as telling us
within the displays. Tom Trusky responded by sayexactly what Capitol Hill had in mind 30 years ago,
ing that the reaction of industry representatives was
Yeah, right Joe. From my perspective, three words
exactly the same as mine-that they perceived it to
will solve Hinson's forest problems: obey the law.
be lopsided in favor of environmentalists.
Dr.jay O'Laughlln of the College of Forestry at
"I think the exhibit itself is great," he said, "I am
the University of Idaho picked up where Hinson
extremely pleased." He explained his role as that of
, stopped, Although O'Laughlin is a scientist and used a
an historian searching for artifacts.
very clinical approach, he never stopped to look at
Trusky did admit, however, that "the literature
the concept of an ecosystem without extraction.
available is not balanced." When you walked through
When was it that the definition of wildlands was
the door on the opening days, you were immediately
joined forever with the idea that no land is healthy
faced with a table full of industry propaganda withunless it is producing some commodity? My definiout a single piece representing alternative views.
tion of a healthy forest is one where there has been
I asked why. He said that they had received nothno logging, no roads, no power-lines, no bull dozers,
ing from the green side. This response only emboldand no subsidized resource extraction of any kind.
ened the fact that little effort was put into contacting
Here is where the panel failed. No one even conpeople working directly against the timber industry.
sidered the value of a forest for its own sake. The
I had offered my services for gathering environpeople on the panel, unlike many folks in the crowd,
mental propaganda weeks ago. He never called We
never stopped to think of trees as anything but
did, however, supplement his table with other views
board feet.
after this disparity was discovered.
Hinson did get one thing right. He said this was a
After passing the table, the center room of the
debate of values. In that statement, we have discovexhibit is dominated by a piece of cut timber labeled
ered the true nature of this problem.
as having been spiked by Earth First!The placard
The failure here is that no one on the panel
states that both the Forest Service and the Industry
acknowledged the existence of those of us who
blamed Earth First! There is no explanation given
never, ever see dollar signs when we think of trees.
from those accused, and there is no further informaWe're known as deep ecologists. And some day,
tion given on the tactic of spiking.
maybe, the debate may broaden enough to leave
The rules of the game dictate that if a tree is
extraction out of the native forests.
spiked, the industry is informed that the sale has
In the mean time, I can only use the words of one
been nailed. The point here is that the trees in quesof the guests at the Timber Tornado, "this is so great,
tion are not harvested. There will be no human
I just love it I grew up as a logger, I slobber ove~ all
injury, and the stand of trees will be left alone.This is this."
not explained by the exhibit.
Balanced? Yeah, sure.
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Forgotten royalty
Everyday I'm asked, "Why didn't the Arbiter print the outcome
of the Homecoming King and Queen election." Wow, now there's a
question I cantanswer, but one I would love to know the answer
to. I, along with fellow students, could guess a number of reasons
why the results of an official campus election were not included in
The Aribter's weekly edition following homecoming activities.
There is one truth I'm sure of, all the guessing in the world might
elude the correct answer. Folks, we've just come across a question
only The Arbiter, BSlJ's official student newspaper can answer.
Well, we're waiting to re-ad,or get an answer to why we can not
read, the outcome. This is one type of journalism a few full-time
students who took the time to vote would like to see. Here's one
peice of news I've tried to keep very brief in hopes that it can fit
into the next issue.
-Annette Knight
A Full-Time Voting Student
(and the 199,4 Homecoming Queen)

Liberal censorship
At least one of the BSU student services' offices is censoring the
monthly journal, Campus Report. It's ironic that the very people
who scream about free speech and non-censorship are the first to
enforce censorship and protest against free speech when speech
disagrees with them.
Especially in the university arena, one would expect-no,
demand-that free speech and diverse opinions, ideas, and beliefs be
openly welcomed and fostered, to enhance a positive educational
experience through intellectual enlightenment. Diverse debate is the
liberal cornerstone of our Constitution, but it is painfully obvious
that the word liberal no longer means that, but ratherthepromotion of non-diverse and single-sided, extreme left approach to intellectual discourse: it has become the promotion of ignorance
through selective censorship.
Having grown up a '60s liberal, we cherished free speech, believing in the words: "I may disagree with what you say, but I'll defend
to the death your right 10 say it."In recent years we've witnessed a
move away from (what was) the spirit of liberalism: consideration
of all points of view as an inclusionary goal toward social unity. To
now see '9Os-styleliberals on a college campus actively promoting
an participating in censorship is anathema to all that we struggled
for over the past thirty years.
Truly, some assholes just don't get it.
-Gregory A. Reed
Graduate Student

Cool in Tacoma
For some reason I have started receiving the Arbiter here at
Tee. I'm glad to see it. It's a lively, clean-looking publication that
seems to keep the pot of public discourse bubbling. I leave it lying
conspicuously in our newsroom. Carryon.
-Date Holman
journalism instructor, Tacoma Community College
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ClAUDIO IfAGAJIE
SpecIal ta The Arbiter
The "quick and the dead" again
retained the Partido Revolucionario
Institucional (PRJ) in the August
presidential elections in Mexico, but
this fraud or "ghost" voting may
not have dominated the voting
process as much it did in the 1988
elections. Opposition charges of
massive vote fraud in the '94 elections have yet to be proved, but
the Mexican opposition parties
were certainly overwhelmed by
the wealth of the ruling party.
From Procampo government farm
subsidies for camposinofamilies,
Solidarity food baskets, free meals,
free bus tickets to PRJrallies, roads
and bridges built in poor areas to
T-shirts, hats, buckets, sandals,
brooms and even refrigerators
given to some lucky voters, the PRJ
spent millions to convince the

in 1911.,The Laguna District is also
where Mexican president Lazaro
Cardenas had ordered that hacienda lands be given to striking cotton farmers. My wife's family was
one of the beneficiaries of this
action. About 110,000camposinos
and family members live inthe
Laguna District on various ejidos.
With the recent reforms and erosion of produce prices, a once rich
area has become very poor and a
hotbed of discontent, During the
impoverished '80s many of the
area's residents /led to Ciudad
Juarez, but reports of police brutality and gangland terror in the
working class neighborhoods
there forced most to stay in
Laguna. Caught between Hell and
a hard place, the camposinos who
remained threw their support to
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas of the leftleaning opposition party, Partido
Revolucionario Democratica

Above: Citizens of Son
Antonio del Coyote, Mexico
hold a portrait of Lazaro
Cardenas, President of
Mexico from 1934-40, and
the father of PRO candidate
Cuauhtemoc Cardenas.

Rfiht: Amotorist shows
his support for candidate
Zedillo.
" "

Fraud, favors taint
Mexican election
working poor of Mexico that they
had a stake in the world's oldest
ruling party. The neglected poor of
Mexico received a good dose of old
fashioned "paternalismo" even
though th~ PRJ candidate, Ernesto
Zedillo Ponce de Leon, publicly
denounced the practice. Organized
in 1929as Partido Nacional
Revolucionario, the PRI has dominated Mexican politics for 65 years.
I was well situated to observe
this election buyout from my
wife's hometown of San Antonio
del Coyote, Cohuila, Mexico.
Located some 500 miles due south
of EI Paso, and just 17 miles east.of
the industrial city of Torreon, this
ejido, or communal' farming town,
is more than 100 years old San
Antonio del Coyote is located in
the Laguna District of north central Mexico, well known in times
past for its high quality cotton.
This area was the former stomping groundS of revolutionary leaders PanCho Villa and Francisco
Madero, who helped put an end to
the rule of the tyrant Porfiro Diaz

(PRO). The PRO won solidly in
this area in the 1988 presidential
election. But this time the PRJ was
determined to reverse the trend
Our trip to Mexico was originally to be a simple family visit,
but with the importance of this
election weighing heavily on my
wife's family and community, we
decided that it was also important
to bring back a detailed report of
the election.
When we entered the Laguna
District (La Comarca Lagunera) on
our way to San Antonio del
Coyote we passed familiar ejidosLa Partida, Hormiguero, La Union.
The road itself had not changed
much since 1967,but now that no
credit is available for growing cotton, the once white August cotton
fields are now covered with green
and brown corn stalks. The corn is
not expected to bring much
money to the local farmers, but
they will have something to eat
this winter, and for many this is
the first successful crop of any
kind in four years. While we were

staring at the corntields (Which
were planted with Procampo
money), we suddenly noticed that
the main street through the San
Antonio del Coyote had been
repaved It was not just any ordinary pavement, either, but a real
super concrete job complete with
customized speed bumps. How .
many years had the residents of
del Coyote waited in vain for the
promised pavement? Was it a coincidence that it was being completed the day after the election? The
local opposition parties cited this as
an example of attempted vote-buying. This pavement gave the center
of town a whole new look of
prosperity, smart new shops have
sprung up in place of some of the
old adobe buildings that once lined
the main street. Plastic campaign
/lags /lapped in the wind from
overhead wires above the street
and families strolled the main
street under colorful parasols for
protection from the sun But
behind this facade of prosperity
lurked the other EI Coyote and for

Above: Citizens waif in l!neat 0'
polling station in San Amimia del
Coyote.

that matter the other Mexico. One
only had to walk the back streets
and, visit a few homes to realize
that not much change has really
occurred since the crises days of
the'80s. These people are still waiting for the better life. But these are
impatient times for Mexico. The
people are tired of waiting.
We could not ignore the presence of the police, the state cops or
"jiJdiciales"who were seen all over
the four sections of San Antonio
del Coyote: Las Angeles, Buen
Abrigo, EI Fenix and EI Coyote
proper. In their sleek new white
Chevy pickups with their automatic weapons always ready, they
were a' marked contrast to the old
three-man non-uniformed police
force that had failed to control the
street gangs which preyed on the
townspeople at night These new
police were there to provide security for the election, but another
group of five or six officers had
just been contracted for local community policingservice:s for a twoyear period starting in July.

Another election gift?
This year many camposinos
also took advantage of Procampo
(PRJ) money, which was doled out
for the first time this July, to plant
their first crops since 1991.
A local leader of the opposition
PRO party denounced an insensitive government that scant attention to education and the problems camposinos but would buy
votes through road building and
other gifts ("a little bit of concrete
and a few T-shirts"). Two women
expressed similar sentiments and a
desire to join the Zapatistas in
Chiapas (the site of a violent peasant revolt last spring). One of the
women complained of Pristas
(members of the ruling party, PRJ)
being paid to vote while the PRO
relied solely on volunteer help to
run their campaign
The 1992 murder of a PRO '
-activist was described as politically
motivated. He died of strangulation after being knocked unconscious by a group of PRI supporters in the nearby city of
Matamorus, the municipal seat for
the area ejidos. He left a widow
and three children Numerous
political murders have been
reported in Mexico during the last
six years and as recently as a few
days before the election
The election was somewhat
anticlimactic. All the government
hype, which pictured the "grupos
armadas" raising hell failed to
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But this propaganda,

along with the government
outs, probably

more
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per candidate

the peso sonecessary

parties than did the outright
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fraud.

for
about $9 bil-

lion (US). The Procampo

del Coyote

sidy program
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had a price tag of

were forced to walk long dis-

$3.75 billion

tances in search of their polling

figures for the Solidarity

places, which

and other government
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(US). I don't have cost
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this inconvenience

dence (including
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is "raton-loco,"

it forces last minute

ers to run 'around
looking

the opposition

identification

card system), but
be included when

on

concentrations.

reached

this election

vote PRI.
"This was a
rich man's game
and the opposition could not
hope to defeat
the ruling party
at the polls under
condi-

tions," writes
reporter John
Ross of Mexico
City. ~The PRI
out-spent the
opposition

parties-such

mately 200 to 1."
In the Laguna District, where
was, the PRI out-polled

would

I

its oppo-

nents by 2 to 1, reversing

the 1988

results for the area. Why
the people

rity blanket

return

to a secu-

that had failed them

in the 1980s? It is curious
that President-elect
received

to note

Zedillo (PRO

50.12 percent of the vote, '

almost the same as Salinas' (PRO)

50.75

percent

or did fraud and bribery

contribute

to the final push past

the 50 percent
Members
are concerned

parties

that fraud did con-

ion regarding
due to large

the right to vote,
numerous

political murders,
massive vote
buying. fraud,
threats and intimidation, the
results should be
new and more

time around

the PRI would not

stand a better chance. It is my
that, and the opinion

political observer/

in two-

thirds of the nation's 96,000 polling
stations. They must prove that 20

bribery

to weaken

parties, particularly

the opposition
the PRO, so it

in years to come.

is a PRI con-

this may not be

allowed. But if it does happen,

should

in history as the most
Mexican election

If we take into account
goodies

new

would have to be called.

ever.

all the

that were handed

out, air

continue

to turn

up the heat, seizing more land and
stirring rebellion.

Activists have
and assas-

Cardenas

is

for Chiapas and the rumor

is that something

soon. Are we seeing the seeds of
another

Mexican revolution?

Claudio Beagarie is an alumni
of BSU with a BS degree in geolo-

gy. He has been in contaet with
the political scene in Mexico for
more than 26 years.l:Ie has lived
in Boise with his wife Rosario and
family for 20 years. Claudio has
more than 20 nieces and nephews,
plus four god-children in northern
Mexico. He plans to write a book
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advertising,

next year,

costs

against,

with fear that she could not even utter a

This story is true, and it happens
women

in our country.

at an alarming

rate to the

y,riIl be a victim of sex-

One in three women

ual assault in their lifetime. The rate for college women

is one in

every six.
People can be raped by someone
known

they know

and trust This is

rape, It was the topic of a presenta-

as date or acquaintance

tion during Sexual Assault Awareness

Week.

Ledessa Foster of the YWCA gave the presentation
Dollie's personal

recounting

that induded

of her rape. ,

Foster offered tips to recognize rapist behavior in advance and
ways to avoid situations that would make it easier for a rape to take
place.
One of the big signs is a need on the part of a person to dominate date activities. Does your date listen to your suggestions?
Another thing to watch for is the aggression level Does your date
pick fights or become

angered

easily?

There are also things that one can do that may lower the risk of
being raped

of dates. Be direct and

Don't be passive in the planning

blunt when announcing

your feelings

with a giggle, Foster said Say without

Don't brush someone

off

what the bottom line

reserve

is.
Don't be afraid to make your stand in public, said Foster. Raising
your voice in public and attracting
may be painfully
effect on

embarrassing

a. potential

the attention

of others nearby

to you, but it will have remarkable

rapist,

To report a rape or to speak with a crisis counselor,

the YWCA's

I

\

hotline is 385-RAPE.
Dollie's story ends with her volunteering

to speaking

issue. Three years ago, her rapist was convicted

out on the

to a 100-year sen-

tence.

Rape victims share stories, advice
is going on around

AUaA JOHNSON

del Coyote

you," Stearn said.

"You need to talk to your friends. Spread the
word that [rapel is not OK," Stearn said

Slaff Wriler
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Dollie was so paralyzed
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tion irregularities,

are seeking to annul the election

trolled institution,
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who were denied

have as much money

by her house late at night, supposedly

sleeping on the other side of the wall that she was pinned

bers of voters

been killed by ranchers

ulent As the tribunal

the

election is that

tribute to the PRl's victory. They

lenge voting irregularities

He had stopped

My own opin-

fair elections

and the opposition

in college in South Dakota when she

word.

annulled

Chiapas, peasants

line?
of opposition

at their dis-

posaL

would be less of a political factor

in 1988. Is this an

accident,

Dollie was a single mother
was raped by a man she knew.
hello, when his true intentions
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ties by approxi-

election

be calculated

-had
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in
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JOSH CASTEN
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voters. Therefore,
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run from a half

projects probably

program

the

of last year, but the first
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gifts and government
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1 in 3 women will be a victim

the PRl's election
For example,

Procampo

the right to vote, nation-

wide. Estimates
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A number
denied
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the new voter

these should

parties as a means

heavy opposition
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vot-
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program
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like a crazy rat

for voting stations. This is
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cost the

confidence

-Mexican government
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AWARENESS

under Mexican law. The bailout of

to the defeat of the opposition

My mother-in-law
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are far more than the $42 million

hand-

contributed
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Last Wednesday's
Lies" reminded

workshop

"Surviving the

attendees that sexual assault or

rape can happen to anyone.
Trey Newbern, a BsU student

and activist, and

Teddi Stearn, a local medical professional
director

of the Anti-Violence

experiences

in recovering

Project, shared their
rape could never hap-

pen to her. Now she realizes it can happen

to any-

with their victimiza-

tion.
The fears, shame and degradation
with victimization

associated

are often dealt with through

suicide, self-destructive

behaviors,

isolation, drugs

and alcohol, Stearn said
Stearn believes

from rape.

Stearn said she thought
.one,
Newbern

and

said victims will always

live with the fears associated

confiding

in someone

is neces-

sary to find other ways to deal with pain, but that
it is often difficult.
"For many in our society, [sexual assault] is not

thought

rape didn't happen

to men

did you do to deserve

before his experience.
"Watch for potential

OK to talk about," said Stearn. "People think, 'what

situations.

Don't let your

it? To entice itr

Both Stearn and Newbern

said rape is not the

friends walk alone at night. Keep 'your eyes up

victim's fault And they need to find some way to

and alert.Jet

deal with healing productively.

people know

you are aware of what
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Book ortist Sondra Lopez
uses natural materials to
make statements about

Northwest ecosystems
JENNIFER SCHLENDER
Contributing Editor
andra Lopez is a bookmaker with a message about the ecosystem of the Paciflc Northwest. Her book, 'Clearcut, dramatically
expresses the effects of the destruction to the forests caused
by the practice of c1earcutting. The rectangular gray envelope
reads "Clearcut" across the top, in a cold, calculated font, like a
tombstone. Inside, the accordion book displays Psalm ,;a beginning, "The
Lord is my shepherd," On the next page, the Psalm has been ravaged
with a knife" with chunks missing from the text, and across the top, it
reads "Clearcut,"
This is Lopez' interpretation of the mutilation of the sacred text
inscribed on the surrounding mountains near her horne next to Eugene,
Oregon-the forests.
'
Clearcut is the winner of a bookmaking contest sponsored by The
Hemingway Center, and Sandra Lopez is the first artist in a series to be
presented at BSU titled, Artists and Eccentric Books.
In the adjoining room, an installation titled Timber Tornado portrays
the timber industry. The juxtaposition of the two shows is striking. .i
Lopez' show, titled Alternative Texts;and the neighboring display,
Timber Tornado, will be at The Hemingway Western Studies Center

S

through November 13.
Lopez gave a guided tour of her show on Friday, explaining her
intentions in creating her books. When beginning to examine the book
form up close, the first thing Lopez did was to take the words out of the

book.
"What sorts of books would non-human creatures create if they
wanted their culture documented in' book form?" she asked herself.
Her ideas for Alternative TexIS were born out of this portrayal of an

Continued on i0

Oearcut, by Sandra Lopez, dramatkally illustrates the devastation of Northwest ecosystems. Lopez'
work, Alternative Texts, is on display in the Hemingway West~rn Studies Center as part of th~ center's
Timber Tornado exhibition.' Lopez, an Oregon environmentalist and artist, gave guided tours and
verbal explanations of her work last Friday. Her work will remain In HWSCthrough Nov. 13.
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water. The Pacific N()nhwestuswdly
, -becal.lseclearcuuing 'national for~ is,.-- . '
gets 80 lnches or"~ineaCii year~Lopez " .. stitt being c,lQn'e alan ~~itig rate. .:
Lopez related
about her sister vis- ' placed bed of-rockS a~oilg herdlsplay:
iting h~'in·Oregon.- '
'..
.
of books in The HeminBway Center,
, Her:young~sister anno~ncedthat .
generating the sound ora river that· .
she learned In school the. clearcutting
lingers peacefully in the air.
practice was
Lopez has created a complete text
obsolete. Lopez
through the Inner-relationships of each
took her sister by
individual exhibit. Each display is chapthe arm and
ter in her larger book.
showed her the
Lopez expressed regret concerning
truth about
the casing that protects her books,
c1earcutting in
because she feels books are tactile and
the neighboring
should be felt, smelled and seen at any
forests; that in
angle. Boise State professor Tom Trusky
fact, clearcuttlng
is concerned about the security of the
is far from obsobooks, and each exhibit is protected
lete.
under clear plastic.
BSU has made
The displays aren't labeled, which is
a
reproduction
of
extremely unusual, but Lopez felt this
the original Cfearcw book, so that the
would encourage viewers to participate
piece is available to buy on campus at an
by attempting to figure out the titles of
affordable price. The book is made out
books with the program leaflet.
of 100 percent recycled paper, with no
Lopez says most Westerners turn to
chlorine, and soy inks. The original book
the right when entering a show, and.
is made out of hand-made paper and
viewing her exhibits in this direction is
costs much more to produce.
fine, but not necessary. The typical
Trusky asked Lopez why she didn't
Westerner will encounter Moth Book
first, a book inspired by the idea of what ' do a "good job" in
cutting out the
would happen if a book were left in the
chunks from Psalm
forest.
"My teacher, a conservative, would be 23. Lopez replied
that she wished to
horrified at Moth Book," Lopez says.
leave stumps, like a
Spider's Book hangs on the wall,
battle ground, just
threads encircling a tiny book that's
as the forests are
been stabbed through the back for bindleft after a clearcut,
ing.
She doesn't like her
Lopez aspires to portray the most
face when she's
important thing in nature change. After
human beings are gone, books might still mutilating her
books, with knife clasped in hand It's
exist, and bookmakers attempt to make
not easy mutilating a sacred text.
their documentation immortal.
"Each clearcut in the forest begins as a
In the center of the room, Ciearcut
rectangular patch highlighted on a map,
sits proudly, and at the bottom of the
in some high-rise office," Lopez says.
gray display case rests a bouquet of
Lopez' book, Clearcut, along with the
flowers, The feeling is eerie and sad, as if
rest of the Alternatite Texts exhibit,
the flowers were resting against a tombshow the delicacy of our national forests,
stone in memory, at a cemetery.
that, unfortunately, are still disappearing
The situation in the Pacific
via clearcuts,
Northwest, including Idaho, is sad

animal culture, excluded from the cannon of human culture and books.
When depicting the ecosystem of The
McKenzie River Valley in Oregon, the
area Lopez passionately calls home, the
first thing she envisions is the sound of
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Works by Sandra
Lopez on display in
the Hemingway Center
through Nov. 13.

Do you have the
world in your hands?
You COUld. National Student
Exchange and Studies Abroad
can open up a world of
opportunity to students seeking
to broaden their educCrtional
background by attending a
college or university outsldeof
Boise State. Here's your
chance to trovel. live and
study throughout the United
States or Internationally.
For more Information. Join us at
this year's first InforrOOtlon
meeting on September 20 at
7:00 pm In the Foote Room on
the second floor of the Student
Union or call Studies Abroad at
385-3652 or NSEat 385-1280.
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~eea Moneyfor College?
Priuate Sector Scholarships Available!
No GPA Requirements
No Financial Need Requirements
Satisfaction Guaranteed

(HEREEN MYERS
AssociateEditor-Arts

Soap star ioins on-line forum
",

For Information

Geneiol Hospilill stor'ohn J. York, who ~oys Moe Scorpio on the dll't
time soop,is conununkoting with fans on Prodigy. Throughout the week of
Oct. 17 York will shore tips for coping with ukero1ive colitis and ClOhn'S d~·
ease through Prodigy's CIOhn's and Coliffs Forum. York, who suffers hom
u!celOlive colitis, wiDoka shore his own experience on deoling with the i1~
ness. An estimated two mnlion Americans are diognosed with Croon's disease
or ulcerative colitis (colleclive~ known as inflommotory bowel disease). For
more Informoffon about the diseases, can 1·8()().343-3637. To enroll in the
fonrn and Prod~y seMce, colll-8()().PRODIGY (1-800.776-3449). Select
opffon number one, and ask for extension 84.

.
1-800-921-6792
Beacon Associates/Academic Scholarship Consultants
p.o. Box 633, Caldwell, Id,83606

fired Of Your
Old Music?

Student di~plays photographs
Lennon and Marx
immortalized on stamps
Peoce and humor are stomping out opplession and violence In the for'
mer Soviet Union thanks tonew stomps featuring John Lennon and GrotKho
Marx. The province of Abkhozio creoted the stomps as a tDngue1rH:he<k ref·
erence to Russian h~tory. The limited edition stomps are avoiloble for $8.72
and $3 postoge and handling for the set. To order, contoct The Intemotionol
Collectors Society, 10045 Red Run Blvd., Suite 170Pl Owings Milk,
Maryland, 21117, or coIl1·80().624-4427.

Awor~nnlng photogropher Jim Talbot willltlSploy h~ work Oct. 24
through Nov. 11 at BSU's Gallery 1 in ihe ~'berol Arts Building. An opening
recepoon with Talbot ~ 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Oct. 21. Tolbors work includes the
Thelma Series, feoturing on inlliguing local woman. The interior of Thelma's
house is featured on the cover of Boise bond the Dirt Fishennen's 1993
album, Vena [ova, and was aka photogrophed by Talbot. The BSU student
has been recognized for h~ work with on Award of Exellence at the 48th
Annual College Photographer of the Yeor Competition hom the Notional Press
PhotogrophersFoundation. Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

Dracula inspires dark ballet.
First the silver screen, and now the
sloge. ChmIes Benneit's Droculois the insp~
rolian 101 Boftelldoho's pedonnonte 01 the
timeless tole. The pertormonce, 012 p.m.
ond 8 p.m. Oct. 22 at the Mooisoo Cenlllf.
BoIse Slate stud8llts con buy Ikksts for 00"
price the day of the show at the Morrison
Cenlllf lickst office.

Woody's pal performs
Jerry Joseph, who has recendy toured wi1h Woody Honekon's bond
Urban Mosoyo, will bring his seff-nomed bond to Neurolux Oct. 25. The Jerry
Joseph Bond also feotures Joon Mozzoco (Curtis Sa~odo and The Sh1eltos),
keyboordist Steve Abromson (Urban Mosoyo) and drummer James Trovers.
Joseph, who sings and ploys guitor,. is known for insipring a Northwestern
sound called "Jam Rock" or "Northwest Groove: At least, thors whot the
press release says. The bond recendy released their cd Love and Happiness.

BSU music professor Del Porkinson will perform a Halloween concert
with the BSU/Community Orchestra and the Boise 5tote Chamber Orchestra
at 7:30 p.m. Oct. 23 In the Morrison Cenle! Main HoIl. Twa pieces by Fronz
Uszt, "Donee of Death" and "Hungarian Fontosy," Wl11feohJe Parkinson in
special costumes. nckels ore $4 for general public, $2 for seniors ond hee to
studenls, BSU Ioculty andstolf.

2700 Fairview & Cole· Over1and Road & FIVeMile
East Boise & Apple

Portidponts hom the 1993-94 Morrison Center for the Pooonning Arts
Piano Workshop Wl1 perform at 6 p.m. Oct. 21 at the BSU Special Evenls
Cenlel. Proceeds and donoffons from the program wi~ benefit the BSU
Intemoffonol Piano Series. The progrom, directed by piano professor
Madeleine Hsu, indudes pertormoJl(es by V'lVionBeebe, 15; Rachel Renee
Grill, 13; Saroh Mkhelle Hebert, 16; Joon Thompson, 14; and Krissy
Yomamato, 15.

Three students who ore candidates for the
Music Teochers Noml Associoffon Competition
on Nov. 11 and 12 will perform to roise funds for
the BSU Intemotionol Piano SchoioMP Fund for
_on
and fOle~n studenls. Anne N~nen,
Finlond, Wl1 pooorm at 7:30 p.m. Nov. 3. Asro
Apostol, Hungory, Wl1 pertorm at 7:30 p.m. Nov.
6. Apostol and Nlssinen ore Madeleine Hsu
SchoIorship recipienls.lldiko Bartha, Hungary, will
perform ot 7:30 p.m. Nov. 8. Bortho is a Yelma
Morrison Scholmship Recipient.

scare up Halloween concert

Ask MusIc Associates for Assist"nce!

Recital raises funds for series

Students perform to
benefit BSU piano
scholarship fund

Music professor, Orchestra

We will buy your old CD's for $1-$6
cash depending on title andcondnJon;

Support a cruelty-free world
Find out whors behind research and cosmeli<s manufacturing at the BSU
Yoke for Animok meeting at 4:30 p.m. Oct. 26. Yoo'lIloom about product
tesffng, oltemolives to using live onimok and which companies support or
ovoid animal tesffng, inoddiffon to informoffon on where to purchase crueltyhee products in Boise.

~ CLIFFS QUICK REVIEWS ~
When you need help preparing for a test, think Quick. Cliffs
Quick Reviews are the new study guides from the leader in
study guides: Cliffs Notes.
Cliffs Quick Review guides are written to aid
understanding
of introductory
college
courses. They are perfect for use as general
course notes and for review before quiZZes,
midterms and finals.
Do better in the classroom, and on papers
and tests with Cliffs Quick Reviews.

fl/'P~'fl:f:( lFiE BOOKsrORE

~A
I'
I

~II

P.O. Box
l

••

oone. Li1coln,

NE 68501

Jvu Boise 5tateUniversity
STORE HOURS:

Mon. and Tues. 8 am .. ? p.m.
Wed.-Fri. 8 a.m..Sp.~, Sat. 10 a.m.-S p.m.
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TIIEARBiTEll
'p:m.lIIld 8 p.m. TIckets ~~bIe
through Select-o-Seat. $ 12·30
adults. Matinee ~,1l2 price for
children; BSU and high school sru:.
dents with 10 mov pay.1 /2 price
· for either perfonnance bV pur'
chasing tickets at Morrison Cenler
box office on day of performance.

Wednesd~y 19
• Controsles de Mexico Exhibit at
BSU Student Union Gallery
through Oct. 28.
• Paintings from Alden Mason, the
Permanent Collection, and the
Jon55 Collection on display at the
Boise Art Museum through Oct.
23. 670 S. Julio Davis Dr. 345·
8330. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. week·
days, noon to 5 p.m. weekends.
$3 general, $2 seniors and co~
lege students, S 1 grades 1-12,
under six free.

• Roybal. Caustic Resin and Dirtboy
at the Neurolux. 111 N. 11tho
343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.
• Hoachie CoochieMen at the Blues
Bouqtiet.l010Moin.345·
6605.9:20 p.m. $3 cover. Ages
21 and over.

• Kevin Kirkand Onomatopoeia at
Museum After Hours, Boise Art
Museum. 670 S. Julio Davis Dr.
345·8330. 5:30 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. $3 cover.

Sunday 23
• Philadelphia film in the Special
Events Center at BSU; 385·
3655. 2 p.m. $1 BSU students,
foculty and stoff. $2 general.

• Pilot, New Radiant Storm King and
Graveltruck at the Neurolux. 111
N. 11 tho 343-0886. 9 p.m. $3
cover. Ages 21 and over.
• House of Hoi Polloi at the Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Main. 345·
6605. 9:20 p.m. $ 1 cover. Ages
21 and over.

• BSU Orchestra spooky Halloween
concert featuring Del Parkinson In
the Morrison Center Moln Hall at
BSU. 385·3980. 7:30 p.m. $4
general. $2 seniors. Free ta students, BSU faculty and stoff.

• Diamond Eye at Dina's through
Oct. 29. Prize Drawing Night.
4802 Emerald. 345·2295. 9
p.m. $ 1 cover. Ages 21 and
over.

• Kip Attaway at the Blues Bouquet.
1010 Main. 345-6605. 9:20
p.m. $7 cover. Ages 21 and
over.

• The Perones at Hannah's through
October 22.621 Main. 345·
7557.9:30 p.m. Tonight is
Ladies' Night, $2 for men. Ages
21 and over.

• Treasure Volley Singles dance with
live music at the Mardi Gras. 615
S. 9th. 342·5553. 8 p.m. to
midnight. $4.00 cover. Ages 21
. and over.

• Over 40's Dance with live music
at the Mardi Gras. 615 S. 9th.
342·5553. 8 p.m. to midnight.
$3.50 cover. Ages 21 and over.

• Bois Howdy at Tom Grainey's. 6th
and Main. 345·2505.9:30
p.m.
$2 cover. Ages 21 and over.

• The Dreodbeats at Tom Grainey's
through Ott. 22. 6th and Main.
345·2505. 9:30 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.

Monday 24
• Philadelphia film in the Special
Events Center at BSU. 385·
3655. 7 p.m. $ 1 BSU students,
faculty and stoff. $2 general.

• Felt Neighbors at Groiney's
Basement through Oct 22. 107
S. 6th. 345·2955. Doors open at
8:30 p.m. $3 cover.

• Bingo with Bingo Bob at the
Neurolux. 111 N. 11tho 343·
0886. 10 p.m. to midnight. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.

Thursday 20

• Timber Tornado exhibit in the
Hemingway Western Studies
Center at BSU through Nov. 13.
385·1999.
• Will Rogers Follies Audience
Enrichment Brown Bog Lunch at
Esther Simplot Academy present·
ed by UA Productions. 343·6567.
Nochorge.
• Steven Curtis Chapman at the BSU
Pavilion. 7 p.m. Tickets $11.5013.50.
• Oliver ploy at Knock 'Em Dead
Productions through Oct. 22. 807
W.ldaho. 8 p.m. $12 at the
door.
• Rumble Doll at Mountain Billiards.
15th and Grove. 342·9974. 9
p.m. $3 cover. All ages.
• OJ. nmothyTimahd his rebel·
Iious jukebox at the Neurolux.
111 N. 11 tho ,343-0886. 9 p.m.
No cover. Ages 21 and over.
• Hoochie Coochie Men at the Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Main. 3456605. 9:20 p.m. No cover. Ages
21 and over.

• Diamond Eye at Dina's through
Oct. 29. Drink specials tonight.
4802 Emerald. 345·2295. 9
p.m. $1 cover. Ages 21 and
over.

• Diamond Eye at Dina's through'
Oct. 29. Also tonight is Men's
Night and Sumo Wrestling. 4802
Emerald St. 345·2295. 9 p.m.
$1 coverfor women. Ages 21
and over.
• Touge and Faulkner at the Lock
Stock & Borrel through Oct. 29.
Tuesdays through Saturdays.
4507 Emerald. 336-4266. 8
p.m. to midnight. No cover. Ages
21 and over.
• The Perones at Hannah's. 621
Main~ 345·7557. 9:30 p.m. No
cover tonight. Ages 21 and over.
• Bradley Field and Saundsof LO at
Groineys Basement. 1076th.
345·2955. Doors open at 8:30
p.m. $1 cover. Ages 21 and
over.
• The Tourists at Dutch Goose Bar &

Grill through Oct. 22. 3515 W.
State. (noor Veterons Memorial
Parkway) 342-8887.9 p.m. $3
cover. Ages 21 and over after 9
p.m.

Friday 21'
• Stickney & Kriehn on Bravo!
stage in the SUB at BSU. 385·
1223. 7:30 to 10 p.m. No
charge.
• Philadelphia film in the Special
Events Cenler at BSU. 385·
3655. 11 p.m. $1 BSU students,
faculty and stoff. $2 general.
• BSU Faculty Artist Series featuring
trombonist David Mathie in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall at
BSU. 385-3980. 7:30 p.m. $4
general, $2 seniors, free for students,BSU faculty and stoff.

• Hsu Scholarship benefit recital in .
the Special Events Cenler at BSU.
385·3980. 6 p.m. Donations are
welcome at the door and will benefit the BSU International Series
Piano Fund for high school
pianists.

the Blues Bouquet. 1010 Main.
345-6605.9:20
p.m. $5 cover.
Ages 21 and over.
• Diamond Eye at Dina's through
Oct. 29. 4802 Emerald. 3452295. 9 p.m. $3 cover tonight
and Saturday. Ages 21 and over.

• The Perones at Hannah's through
• Oliver play at Knock 'Em Dead
Oct. 22. 621 Main. 345·7557.
Productions through Oct. 22. 807
$3 cover tonight and
W. Idaho. Dinner served tonight ' 9:30J;'
Satu • Ages 21 and over.
and tomorrow night at 6:30 p.m. '
Show begins at 8 p.m. $22.50
• William Coffey cit the Flying M
for dinner and shaw through
Espresso through Oct. 22. 5th
Select~Seot. Show only is $12
and Idaho. 345-4320. 8 p.m. to
and must be purchased at the
10:30 p.m. No cover. All ages.
door.
• Accumen, Venus and Saund of LO
at the Neurolux. 111 N. 11 tho
343-0886. 9 p.m. $3 cover.
Ages 21 and over.
• Too Slim & The Toil Draggers at

Saturday 22
• Dracula bollet presented by Bollet
Idaho at the Morrison Center
Main Hall at BSU. 343-0556. 2

Tuesday.25
• Open mike music jam with Jonah
Shoo & you at the Neuralux. 111
N. 11 tho 343-0886. 9 p.m. No
cover. Ages 21 and over.
• Open blues jam night at the Blues
Bouquet. 1010 Moin. 345-6605
at 9: 15 p.m. No cover. Ages 21
and over.
• Diamond Eye at Dino'sthraugh
Oct. 29. Drink specials tonight.
4802 Emerald. 345·2295. 9
p.m. No cover. Ages 21 and over.
• Suicide Clutch at Hannah's. 621
Main. 345·7557. 9:30 p.m.
' Ages 21 and over.
• Fat John and the Three Slims at
Tom Groiney's. 6th and Main.
345-2505. 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Ages 21 and over.
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st·illwants
to ,ockand
roll all night
lAURA DELGADO·
Sloff Wriler
A legend come to town·Ocl. 13. Peter Criss,
one of the founding members of the rock
bond KISS, played at Bogie's to on alklge
crowd. During his years with KISS, Criss
earned 52 gold and platinum albums and a
People's Choice Awoid. Now he is bock on
lour with his rock bond, Criss. Their excellenl
performance Included KISS songs, Strutter,
Detroit Rock City, She, Hard Luck Woman
and Beth. They also played songs from their
CD, The Cot I, which hove a pop-rock sound.
Opening for Criss was local bond Midline. They
were hal, delivering their best performance
yel. Before Criss wenl on slage, The Arbiter
visited with him on his tour bus parked jusl
outside the club. Throughout the interview, his
lour manager/sound engineer Eddie Oertel!
hovered like a worried mother, reminding us
to keep It short.
Q: It's weird seeing your foce.ln 1976

you hod olllhol makeup on.
A: No. I don't wear makeup anymore. I got a
nice looking face now. I've hod the mask on
long enough. So have the boys [the other
KISS members] you know.
Whal do you miss aboul being in KISS?
Ilove the attention. You got more attention.
I'm a spoiled kid. 50, you know, you got
bodyguards, you just gal everybody 01 your
beck and coli. [Peter laughs.] Irs lerrible isn'l
il. But, I kind of liked that. ThaI wos fun. But
you see ~ I hod that now, I would do il much
differen~y than I did then. Then I was a really
spoiled kid and I didn'l really enjoy il. As now
I would really, uh, nurture thaI. ThaI would be
a major, uh, a major rush for someone 10 go,
uh, you know, get me food or pock my luggage. That like now would be 0 mojor like
thank you. Then it wos like you'd better, you
know, do it or fighl. So thars about the only
thing. Otherwise I don'l miss the girls, you
know. I got my thing, they gal their thing.
Ace is doing fine. He played on three cuts on
my album. We're still reolly good buddies.
Always will be. His w~e' s godmother to my
doughter ...
You must miss playing with those guys.
No, I don't miss playing with them.
When did you guys adually stort?
Is thaI one of the questions?
No, lhat's only my curiosity.
'Couse, I'm on~ going to, I'll onswer your
specific shil.That stuff's in my book.
You have a book out?
Yeoh,l'm woiting lor their book to come out
firsl. And then I'm going to, I'll see when thaI
happens.

lhe Mlhey· is Ihe other Ihree you mean?
Yeah, they gol 0 big one, yeah, a big one
coming oul. And, uh, mine may nol be as big,
but It's nol aboul KISS. Irs aboul coming
hom 0 ghetto neighborhood. Getling my way
oul with a gun and a drum. Uterol~.
When do you think Ihis is due aul?
Um, hopefully or the year after. Absolulely.
Irs called Kiss and Tell. And I'll gel il out.
Yeo,l'li hove il out But I'm sure they got
some nice things to soy about me. Good and
bod. As long as you're honesl, I reol~ don't
give a flying shit. I think, uh, people do what
you do 01 the times.
Peler, how do you Ihink music hos chonged
since Ihe '70s or Ihe early '80s?
I sow a drostic change with the whole grunge
music thing. I don'l really dig il. Ijusl don'l
dig il. ThaI's !he good thing oboul music. I
think Irs so universol. You know, one guy
digs Jon, one guy digs country, somebody
digs rock. You got your choice. No one can
put you down for that •.. ThaI's why, there's 0
song I wrote, NStrike:
And Ifinally, on the sound, I get a chance to
put a lot of political stuff, which Iwonted 10
do with KISS at times. I couldn'l . And Strike
is aboul that. If you wont to wear 1W0ear'
rings or ~ you're goy or nol goy or what ever
the hell you wanl to be. It's your business
man. Irs nobody to tell you how 10 live.
We're in America, supposedly.
Although I just come from Berlin, ond in
Europe Irs real heavy. But, there's supposedly

As much as I did on this 01bOO1;1
meon, Igol owoy wtth a 101on
this album. They real~ leI me gel
owoy with mUlderJ wrote everything tholl really felt was honesty, my honesty. But then II .
turned out to be a 101of people's
honesty. And now I hear the
albumls like lust, greal, doing
better and better.
I heard it wos number 5 In
Australia.
Yeoh, il scores me. You know I
guess we'll be going there so. I'd
wonled 10 go there with the bond - ,
I jusl quilrighlbefore they left
.
and they offered to toke me 10
go but then they gave me some
other ultimatums and I soid 'fuck
you' and thor s in my book so
thars onotherslory. But, uh,
now I'll go with my guys and Irs
going 10 be a rush. It's going 10
be a major thrill. ..
.
Do differenllhlngs mollvate
you musically now compored 10
your lime with KISS?
Well, yeah, I wont differenl
things now. I don'l wont the Lear
Jel, and the Rolb-l hod thaI, I
hod three mansions, Ihod 1W0
wives. I hod a lot of shit. I've
probob~ lived four or five guys'
lives. Ijusl wont 10 be happy .
now. I really do, I just wont 10 be
happy. Idon't wonllo scream, I
don'l wont 10 be upset. Iwont to
ploy my drums. I just wanl to get
up here and smile 01 the aud~
ence and ploy music. You know I
got money, Iam comfortable,
I'm not poor.
Uh, life's been, God's been
obsolulely wonderful 10 me. Igol
engaged a couple months ago 10 a really
great lady. She's on actress ... ond she's, uh,
been doing good by me. Although we just hod
a fight ... 8ut that's kind of normal In a relationship. And, uh, Ilust went to Europe. God, I
hod three weeks to Europe .•. we mode a lot
of money. The people were real~ good to me.
The Europeans were absolutely giving, like
unbelievoble ... 50, I got 0 taste of that. And,
uh, then coming bock before Iknow it, irs
been like a whirlwind, you know. We did our
video 1W0weeks ago. We did our first show
in 5ocromento.
50, Ihere is going 10 be a video on Bod
Attitude?
There better be. We storted seven in the

What do you miss about being in KISS?

I love the attention. Yougot more attention.
I'm a spoiled kid. So, you know, you got
bodyguards, you just got everybody at your
beck and call...
no communism here, bull don'l believe thaI.
And I've always been 0 revolutionary and now
I gal the guys to do it with. I gol cruzy guys. I
golo great bond.
So you guys are good friends.
Yeoh, uh, Irs like a Bon Jovi situotion ..• it
could be called Jon Bon Jovi, but Irs Bon Jovi
and I call il Criss, I don't call it Peter
Criss..• Thor s how we kind of work it and
then it goes down in ronks. But we're mostly
_ the writers, we do all the writing, Mark and I.
Whal do you have left 10 do musically Ihat
you haven'l dane yel? Now you menlioned
Ihal you were able 10 wrlle about political
Ihings Ihal you couldn'l do before, what
oboul musically?

morning, finished two in the moming. There
better be a video. [Oertell soid the video Is for
the song Show Me.] And irs reol~ cool. I'm
prejudiced. [Oertell soid irll be auf the week
of Oct. 16.] So, we're on our way up. ThaI's
probob~ whor s also changed me, motivated
me. I got a threlHllbum deol ••. And I'm
healthy. I ride 0 bike 30 miles a day. I don't
do drugs. "II hove a Iittte beer here and there.
II makes me feel more comfortable before a
show. But, uh, I don't eat meal.lreal~ live
healthy. It sounds boring I know. But for the
I~e I lead, believe me, irs a pleasure. Every
day above ground is a good day. [He laughs.]
I like Ihat.
Thor s what I tell the boys In the bond. When
they gel 0 Iillteweird I soy every day above
ground's a good day. I cony a .45 so.no cine

0l\lues with me. , keep the low on mv boot.
[He laughs.] It's the only way to do things.
Whol should KISS fans know about you
that they don'l know already? If you could
think of one thing maybe.
I'm still 0 recluse. Iguess Iwas. I'm a
10ner.. .1 guess I'll olways be that way. •. Ringo Storr mode a great stotement once.
He soid once a Beade, always a Beatle. I
believe that. Ido ... Once a KISS always 0
KISS. Ace once admitted that too. Itdoesn't
matter how mony drummers, how many gu~
torists they have, they'll never hove Ace
Frehley or Peter Criss.
So your associalion wilh KISS was a blessing, nol a curse.
Absolutely. It wos 0 dream come true for 011 of
us. There would be no Gene or Paul todoy ...
You don'l feel confined at all by Ihe ossocialion wilh Ihem?
No, I hove no malice against them. I love Ace.
I'll always love him .•• We hod 0 great time
playing logether again. The engineers were
heaking, 1W0.KISS members in the room. And
again, it wos tWo KISS members, it wosn'l
Peter Criss and Ace Frehley ... I'm nol going
10 gel away hom that and I don't wont to. I
love my fans, I love, they're so diehard that
thars why I did the 5 CD for them. Even
though I'm in CRISS, I'll always love my KISS
Ions. God, they're my Ions. I could never leI
them go. I'm jUst hoping now to collect new
fans to loin myoid fans.
Whol about Gene Simmons, do you guys
keep in lauch?
We just mode friends, believe it or not, uh,
two months, three months ago. We met in
Detroit and I think we buried the hommer.
Thor s just things we hove. A 101of people
think we hove, I don'l know. Irs 0 weird fee~
ing that we weren'l friends for 20 years, so.
But we rode home on a flighl altogether,
telling jokes of the old days. II seemed like it
was yesterday,
Whol about Paul Slanley?
We gal along fine. We gel olong fine. They
gove me their phone numbers and I told them

after the tour I'll call them up. We'll all go
out, toke the wives and girls and all go auf
together: They were really all up for it. Iknow
they wrote a really nice thing for me and Ace
on the kiss my ass thing. But Iwould hove
done the some thing, so would Ace ~ we did
that ... I'm glad Garth Brooks did Hard Luck
Woman .... And I think he did a great damn
tribute. And we do it every night now and it's
actually bigger now than it was ...
Did Ideted a nole of new found
Chrislianity in your lyrics, like Bod People
Burn in Hell?
Yeoh, they sure do, don't they? I've always
been ... real spirituol.l'm a Catholic, like by
boptism .•. 1 don'l go to church every Sunday,
but I do go. Ido proy every night before I go
10 bed. And I do believe there's God.
So, you've always been spiritual?
Always ...
Why did you leove KISS?
I con'lleli you thaI.
Whol are you looking for from here?
I'd love to toke these guys to even a quarter
of where I've been. ThaI would be the biggesl
fulfillmenl in my I~e. ThaI would be 0 great
rush. To give them wholl hod. That I took
advantoge of. I wonl something else out of
this. So. Irs kind of private. Yeoh,l gol something real deep that I wonl. I know they're
going to wanl to go out and gel a new cor,
ond gel a new bus, and plone or. I know
whol they're going to do. They're going 10
spend 0 lot of money on diamonds, they're
going 10 do the some thing thaI I did.
Do you give them advke?
Yeah,l give them advice, but il don'l matter.
You see il don'l matter; Because peo~e gove
me advice and I didn't lislen. II wos like,
-tuck you, I'm still going to go buy a
S10,OOO Royce: BUI.lelthem make their
moves. Hopeful~ they won'lmake some bod
moves. I know some of the moves I mode I'm
reol proud of and happy aboul. I invested in .
some wise things, bod things. I've wenl
through some bod things. But, God gal me
through il.
.
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Stoff Writer
We kick off our journey into vinyl-land with Raspberry's sin- .
gle "My Brother Pat" (Nervous Wreckords). I cant say enough
good things about this band If you missed seeing them last
month when they.hit Bolse you missed out
.
"Pat" is a dynamic delight, certainly the band'sfunnest, if.not
finest, song. Terribly infectious opening bass and guitar lines
.
explode into a sonic verse with
vocalist/guitarist. Scott singing
"smoke a pipe and look at the
door, it's so satisfying" in a near'
Beastie Boy holler. The chorus
shifts gears and we find vocalist/bassist Shawn singing the
classic dilemma of unrequited
love. Back and forth with the
verse and chorus a couple times,
throw in some cool guitar work
and bass thumps, let drummer
Tom prove that he's eaten his
Wheaties and end the whole
thing with a bang.
More saddened boy songs on
the Bside, "Girl" and "Empty Beer Can," with woo-woos and la-lala's picking it up where the lyrics leave off. This is damn fine pop
music.
At long last a couple of tracks from The Posies' lost album are
seeing the light of day (Elephant Records, Spanish import). These
songs were produced by the band in between Dear 23 and
Frosting on the Beater. "Open Every Window" is blessed by the
raw production and the wonderful vocal harmonies of Jon Auer
and Ken Stringfellow.
Those of you who have followed Auer's career as a producer
know that its pretty hit or miss and "Farewell, Typewriter" is a
miss. The mix of this otherwise splendid song is too muddy and
Stringfellow's vocals are lost in the mess. Perhaps The Posies
made a wise decision by setting their homemade effort aside to
record with Don Flemming, but I'd still like to hear the rest of the
songs.
I'll forego a discussion of the A-side on the next two singles as
you have probably already heard them on MTV. The flipside of
Uz Phair's "Supernova" (Matador) offers us "Combo Platter" from
her original Girly Sound demos. Miss Phair starts off singing a
folky number about green elves, dirty rich old men and her
desire to have "shitloads" of money (Liz, I think it's safe to say
that you're on the way).
About half-way through, Phair voice and guitar make way for
some chaos that sounds like an old Sabbath record played backwards. When the chaos dies down a totally different song
.
emerges with classic Liz lyrics: "Don't be so in love with yourself
'cause I'm not." This isn't the greatest, but it's good to hear some
of her earlier stuff.

These big goofs have taken the "Sea"le sound" back to the
days when grunge was just a twinkle in Mark Arm's eye.

SPEND A YEAR IN JAPAN!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program
If you have an excellent knowledge of English, ,hold

r---......

a bachelor's degree (or will receive one by
June 30,1995), and are a U.S. citizen,
the J.E. T. Program needs you!
Opportunities are available
in Japanese schools and
government offices.

Hole's "Miss World" single (Tim Kerr Records) shares the stage
with a searing cover of The Wiper's "Over the Edge." Greg Sage's
pissed-off lyrics are perfectly suited for Courtney Love's marblemouthed growl. Hole rocks, there isn't much else to say. Hurry to
your record store and get the limited edition picture disc version
of this single.
And finally I lure you into "the dank and fetid night that
never ends" with the Young Fresh Fellows' four song Benzedrine
Beat EP(Augogo, Australian import). These big goofs have taken
the "Seattle sound" back to the days when grunge was just a
twinkle in Mark Arm's eye. They enlisted the legendary Kearney
Barton (producer of The Sonics' "Here's The Sonics") and the A.
side songs were
recorded "live and
direct to an old
Ampex 2-track" at
Barton's Audio
Recording for a
beautifully low-It
sound
Although the Bsides were recorded
by Barton at the
illustrious Egg
Studios, they retain
the gargled sound of
the others. Lots of
crashing and booming and jamming
and plenty offun. Kurt Bloch pulls off his guitar-god licks without hurting the perfect simplicity of these recordings. If the
world were a fair. place, the Young Fresh Fellows would be big.ger than Pearl Jam.
.
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convention On their fourth album Chocolate and
Cheese Gene and Dean Ween continue to crank out
Sloff Writer
'the bizarre, the beautiful and the bad Like its predecessors Chocolate and Cheese find these goofy
Few bands achieve the level of uniqueness that
geniuses taking a variety of approaches to music and
Eric's Trip have captured on their ~d:a1bumthe
art of rC(COrdil1& ie,'"
",
.'.','
FOIocverAgain The :;D!18'Yrillllg"mlJSiclanshlpand,,!.
,iSon:ie,migltt dismisS'Weeil as a novelty on the
, .,Produi:tlon'rec<>rdeO'.at:hpme~ ..bythC~nd,!romblne"
"basisof songs like,"Spinal MemngiliS (Got Me Down)"
to'make'thls avery arllstlC"and beautiful work.
and "Mister WoUld You Please Help My Pony," but
Forever Again is one of the finest albums released
their twisted sense of humor is only one dimension
this year.'
of Ween's music. One does have to wonder what
Eric's Triphas a penchant for weirdness that
type of people would come up with lines like "Mister,
works. Strange instrumental and vocal sounds drift in
would you please help my pony?/He's down-He
and out of each song. Some songs contain the unlikeain't get tin' up/He coughed up snot in the drively sort of percussion that made "Stove" (from 1992's
way/And I think his lung's fucked up." These are
Love Tara) such a great song. There are "quiet" spaces
weird times and bands like The Dead Milkmen just
on this album filled with odd sounds (what could be
don'tcut it anymore.
odder than chirping birds on a Sub-Pop record?). I'd
"Voodoo Lady,""I Can't Put My Finger On It" and
suggest spending some time alone with Forever
"Candi" are typical Ween rhythm, noise and weird
, Again and your headphones.
songs. "The HIV Song" is circus music with a message.
There is a fair balance of beautiful and harrowing
"Drifter in the Dark" is an AM radio hit for sure.
acoustical songs and garagey punk tunes. The vocals,
,"Freedom of 76" is a groovy tribute to pop culture or
handled by a male and female, are always at the foresomething like that. Ween's fascination with Mexican
front of the mix. Whether by themselves or in harculture permeates all their albums and Chocolate and
mony, it's the vocals that give Eric's Trip their distincCheese's "Buenas Tardes Amigo" is definitely their
tive sound
best work in this area.
Many of the songs deal with relationships, but
The thing that keeps me coming back to Ween
Eric's Trip avoid writing
are the perfect space cadet
in general terms or
pop songs that appear
resorting to cliches.
occasionally on each
They put the microalbum The formula is as .
scope onzhe relationfollows: Gene singing in an
ship and come up with
unusually sweet voice,
some subtle profundiDean's distorted strumties, but the beauty of
ming, a snappy beat and a
this band is that you
plethora of weird sound
can't tell if it's intentioneffects. This formula is best
OIlor accidental. Sappy?
represented by "What
Well maybe, but I'm a
Deaner Was Talkin'
sucker for a well-writAbout," but "joppa Road"
ten love song. ,
and "Baby Bitch" are nearly
Buy this album
as good
'
Meditate on it. Be one
' Amidst all the goofiness
with.it, Then listen to
it is easy to overlook the
Love Tara if you
fact that Dean Ween is one
haven't already done so.
of the best guitarist in the
rock world An lnstrumenta~"A Tear For Eddie"
highlights this fact
P
superbly.
E
I do miss the drug-induced experimentation of
Ween are the type of band that lend meaning to
Ween's second album The Pod, but the new album is
the label "alternative rock." Whether you love them
much better than 1992'sPure Guava. Chocolate and
or think that they should die a violent, bloody death
cheese
indeed
you must admit that their music flies in the face of

Eric'sTrip I Forever Again I Sub Pop

W~en.!Chocplate
a }neeS8 /'
leytra
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."FIeld,of Saeams" .
& Idaho Shakespeare Festival
pi.-

The First Rnnuol

Two floors of mischief and

tetrOr

--THE OLD HEllER BUilDING··
9th & Myrtle, Downtown Boise '

nckets available at Orcle KStores, Idaho Shakespeare Festival,
or at the door. For more info, call:336.9221
Sponsored by Th. Bois. W•• kly, Ord. 1(.' ClassIc Sign SlucI1o,
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Carson Lauson, learn rider for BBC, in Alta bockcounlry.

rontside to Fakie,
Snowboardings latest
he popped a front-side to
fakie 540 and pulled it am
Say what? That would be a
spin-arid-a-half starting from the
boarder's regular direction, in the
air.
Snowboarding is one the most
rapidly growing sports in the
world right now. Theequlpment
used by these folks is improving'
vastly every year-with people
joining the sport at exponential
rates.

S

The two major schools of
boarding these days are freestyle
and freeriding.
Freestyle would be the grommets on the hill spending a major
portion of their time in the parks
popping up all over the country.
Freerldlng is the riders more
interested in powder and large,
high-speed turns. Some of the
world's hottest freeriders are also
at the top of the freestyle circuit
Boise has several snowboarding shops catering to singleplankers. One of these which is
both owned and operated by an
enthusiast is the Boise Board
Company at 103 N. 10th. Darren
Chase is the man behind the sign,

an avid snowboarder.
Both he, and Dane Hjort, sales
rep for Ride snowboards, say the
focus of the market is on smaller
lightweight boards.
"Lightweight being the key factor," Chase said
Boards today are shorter than
in the past, but have as much or
more effective edge. Effective
edge is the actual amount of edge
you have on the snow considering
the scoops at the tip and tail.
Hjort said this creates the "ability to ride a short board which
feels like a long board, [and) gives
you more control" These boards
are considered to be in the
freestyle side of the camp.

Another change in the industry
right now is the evolution of the
"base-plateless" binding. Rather
than having a platform under the
foot, the binding allows the rider
to stand ~ireclly on the board.
Hjort said that his company is "100
percent committed to the new
bindings, its a progression of the
sport."
The new bindings will give the
rider more feel for the snow, and
more importantly, let the board
flex naturally. By removing the
plates, there will no longer be two
dead spots where bindings of old
were rigid, Hjort said.
These innovations lead toward
the freestyle end of the market
"Freestyle is leading the industry
right now," Hjort said Japan is the
biggest market, with freestyle
dominating sales. The same is true
of North America, he said A
response to this trend is the emergence of snowboard parks everywhere.

"The smartest thing any moun,
taln can do' right now is add a
park," Hjort said. This may be .
direclly proven by the fact that
Bogus Basin has added a park on
the Bitterroot chairlift.
Larry Chivers, mountain promotions coordinator for Bogus,
said the park will consist of a 300
foot-long half-pipe, a quarter-pipe,
rail slides and jumps, or "hits" as
they are known. It will not be
open at night, but there will be
weekday access from both the
Buttercup parking lot and the
Pioneer lodge.
So, boarders have some new.
choices in gear right now. It looks
like the knuckledraggers on the
mountain will be riding shorter,
lighter, boards with plateless bindings. Snowboarding is here to stay
with the freestyle ride jibbing its
way onto the winter market in
force.
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50·'ou Ihinkil's going 10 snow

Theheaviest snowfall in the recorded history of Idaho was in the winter of 1893-94, 101 years ago. In late September of 1893,
.,..six Idaho men departed for a hunting tripon the ClearwaterRiver.It wasn't until they reached the summit of lolo Pass on the Montana-

Idaho border(elevation5233 feet) they realized the danger they were encountering.
Theparty began experiencing unbelievable amounts of snow, with some stories suggesting several feet each night. Themen built a
raft to navigate the waters to lower land but encountered shallow areas where they abandoned their sick and dying cook, George
i
t:

(olgate. Thiswas the turn they made which gave the tripits sensational publicity.
The remaining men were found without horses or supplies by a rescue party 12 days later. Seven rescue parties tried in vain to

locate Colgate's hody that winter and following spring. His hody was found in August many miles downstream in the Clearwater River.
Thatspring, record floods hit the Columbia River drainage. lake Pend O'Reille in north Idaho rase 30 feet above its banks, boats were
paddling through second story windows of buildings in lewiston and water rase all the way to Fifth St. in Partland. The ensuing year the
~ PacificNorthwest plummeted into a depression, one of the worst in Idaho history.
IlUSS WOOLSEY
offWriler
The wasp nests are 10 feet higher in tlie trees this year
. and the Old Farmer's Almanac is calling for a better than
average year. Winter predictions are everywhere.
However, a winter such as the one of 1893-94is probably out the question.
Predicting weather has been a part of human culture
around the world since the beginning of time. Of course,
predicting weather can be more of a gamble than a science.
_' .• po
Sailors have traditionally looked for simple dues such as
a ring around the moon or a seagull flying higher than
usual to determine the weather they may encounter.
Native Americans have looked to the spirits for their
forecasts and predictions. Within the Shoshone and Aztec
tribes the hummingbird is the incarnate of the thunder spirit called t.he thunderbird, that which collects the water in
the sky and gives us rain and snow.
One of the most accepted and followed practices of predicting the weather is the Old Farmers Almanac.
no.
The Old Farmer's Almanac forecasts the weather by the
Almanac's founder's "secret" formula devised in 1792 In conjunction with the almanac's secrets it also forecasts weather
using the most modern scientific calculations. The Almanac
believes "nothing in the Universe occurs haphazardly; and
that theirs is a "cause and effect pattern to all phenomena,
including weather,"
The annually published almanac covers a wide range of
these phenomena including the rising and selling of the
moon, phases of the sun, tides, and overall astronomical
highlights (even an annual zodiac reading).
They believe weather is predictable, yet total accuracy is
impossible.

Predictions by the almanac are based upon regions. Idaho
lies in the greater Rocky Mountain area which encompasses
eastern Montana, Wyoming and Colorado; western Oregon
and Washington and all of Idaho, Utah and Nevada. The
overall prediction for the Rocky Mountain region is consistently colder than normal this winter with above average
snowfall.
Record amounts of snow have been predicted for the
Great Lakes, New York, New England, Appalachia and
Southern California. The Almanac calls for precipitation to
be above average for the country as a whole.
The Almanac breaks the winter up almost by day
throughout each month.
Predictions for October have already been correct. The
almanac predicted cold, rain and snow for the period of
Oct, 10 through 14.This was last weekend, during which
Boise received rain and the mountains snow.
So if the predictions remain true, winter enthusiasts can
be looking forward to a good year. The end of this month
the Almanac is predicting more rain and snow for the period of Oct. 26 through Halloween. November will be mild in
the beginning and then the almanac calls for a cold and
stormy Nov. 15through 19.December will see one-half inch
more precipitation than usual
But, for the truly big dumps one only needs to turn to
the January section of the almanacs predictions-double the
amount of precipitation with storms throughout. And it
doesn't end there.
February and March are supposed to be filled with rain
and snow with a mild spring ensuing.
The Almanac has been known to be wrong. Yet, with all
of the hype whistling around this winter's predictions,
skiers should be throwing the drought ridden contempt out
the door and waxing up skis for the beginning of a glorious
winter.

National Forest Areas re-opened
Closed areas in the Payette National Forest were
opened to travel last Wednesday after fires closed off
the area in the McCall region.
The areas re-opened include: the Hazard Lake area,
the Salmon River cut-off and the Yellow Pine area.
In the Boise National Forest several roads were
opened to backcountry use and other roads for motorized vehicles were opened after the Rabbit Creek Fire
burned the area.
. For further information on road closures call or stop
by either Boise National Forest ranger stations or Payette
National Forest ranger stations.

Brundage pre-season pass sale
The last day to buy season passes for Brundage
Mountain with the pre-season sale will be Oct. 31.
Season passes for Brundage are $235 for students
under 24, Adult passes are $350 and family season tickets
will be $785.
After the pre-season sale family passes will increase to
.$B6? and Adults to $390.Student prices will remain the
same.

Outdoor satirist writes new book
Patrick McManus, renouned outdoor author and
humorist, has a new book OUlentitled "How I GOl This
Way."
McManus is noted for his humorous style on outdoor
recreation.
McManus published his
first book in 1978 titled, A
Fine and Pleasant Misery.
Since then he has added
several books to his collection included the infamous
Tbey Sboot Canoes Don' I
7beyand Rubber Legs and
While Tail Hares.
McManus' topics' are al1
outdoor related and can
stray from spoofs about taking kids camping to the perils of sharpening a knife.
Copies of Houi J Got This Way can be found at The
Book Shop located on Main St,dowmown Boise
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Bengal magic ruins Broncos' perfect season
OllIS SJRArroN
Stoff Writer
After Saturday night's game against the Idaho State
Bengals, the Boise State football team still had not been beaten by an opponent this season.
Although the Broncos fell to 6-1 (2-1 in Big Sky
Conference), they didn't really lose to the Bengals. Instead,
the Broncos their first loss of the season, 32-31,more or less
by their own hands.
"We had a zillion holding calls," said BSU coach Pokey
Allen in a postgame television interview. "We took ourselves
right out of the game."

The loss ended Boise State's magical undefeated season,
but still left the team with its best start in school history. It
was, however, a painful wake-up call for a team that was
playing on cloud nine.
The Broncos, filling the role of heavy favorite, didn't play
up 10 the pregame expectations. After jumping out to a 21-7
lead in the first quarter, the Broncos let the Bengals outscore
them 25-10in a lillie more than a half.
Not only did BStJ make several mental mistakes (nine
penalties for 73 yards), but the Broncos also fumbled five
times and gave away an interception.
The penalties proved costly as they negated a 7G-yard
pass play and a 32·yard run which ultimately led to Bronco

punts.
One of the few bright spots, however, was junior halfback K.c. Adams who rushed for 11.6yards on 27 carries and
two touchdowns.
Adams notched his sixth 1QO-plusrushing performance in
seven games this season. He also had 101 receiving yards on
five catches.
The Broncos hope to rebound against Montana State this
weekend .inBoise State's second straight road game.
"We'll get it back," Allen said "Maybe this (loss) was good
for us."
The conference game will be played at 12:05 p.m. at
Montana State University.

Spikers hurt play~ffhop~s with .loss
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Big West asks
BSUto come
out and play

As far as losses go, this was a big one.

The BSU volleyball team desperately
needed to win last Saturday night's match
against cross-state rival Idaho State to stay
in contention for the Big Sky Conference
playoffs later this season.
For awhile it looked like the Broncos
(8-10 overall, 2-5 in Big Sky) would. They
had beaten the Bengals (11-6, 5-2) at the
beginning of the year and went up two
games to one in Saturday's match in the
Pavilion. It looked like they had the
momentum going into game number four.
But ISU rebounded, winning game four
and game five for a 19-17,5-15,13-15,'16-14,
15-9 victory that severely damaged BSU's
tournament hopes.
"Very big," BSU head coach Darlene
Bailey said of the loss. "Very big in the
standings. It11drop us into a three-way tie
for fifth place."
Saturday's match was the halfway point
in the Broncos' conference season, but
already the team was fighting for its
chance at the playoffs.
With a losing record going into the
match, Bailey shuffled her lineup around,
not playing junior setter Angela Adams,
instead going with freshman Jennifer
Woodfield and giving players like freshman outside hitter Dana Kay Dunn and
junlormlddleblocker
Amy Hager more
playing time.

Continued on page 20

.....

SCOrrSAMnES
Sports Editor

BSU's Melissa Dahl, 10, digs Ihe ball while leammate Cyndl Neece looks on In Saturday's
loss 10 Idaho Siale.
.

On Thursday the Big West Conference
officially called and Boise State answered
with an emphatic 'yes."
<:'
Th<: Big West, a I-A conference that is
trying to change its image after the departure of two teams to the Western Athletic
Conference, invited four new teams to
join: BSU, Idaho, Cal Poly San Luis Obispo
and North Texas.
It was no surprise to anyone, really. _.....
After the Idaho State Board of Education
voted to allow BSU and Idaho to leave
their current
home, the Big Sky
Conference, the invitation seemed more of
a technicality than anything.
Still, it was a relief to have the final
technicality out of the way.
Boise State should join its new conference during the 1995-96 school year, with
every team except wrestling making the ""
switch.
The wrestling team already competes
in the Pacific 10 Conference, which all the
schools from the Big West that have
wrestling squads are in.
Boise State will now have to start creat·
ing schedules for the teams affected in
time for the new season. Idaho, however,
has more hurdles to clear, especially for ...:

Continued on page 20
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Get. ready for Dick Vitale, baby!
BSU squads' hit hardwood as college hoop season starts around the nation
sea" SAMPUS
Sports Editor

,

....

Let the countdown to March Madness
begin.
Oh sure, the NCAA Final Four is still
around 5 l/Z months away, but on Saturday
teams across the country kicked off the
1994,95 season with the first official practices of the year.
Both the BSU men's and women's teams
were among those that held court for the
first time over the weekend.
Both teams are coming off highly successful seasons and both teams have some
good talent returning.
The men's squad, which finished the
year 17·13overall last year, won the Big Sky
Conference tournament in Boise, the second
straight year the Broncos took home a conference championship.
Then they faced the mighty Louisville
Cardinals in the first round of the NCAA
championships, dropping a heartbreaker 67·
58 after a ZZ-point comeback on national
TV.

The BSU women had a similarly successful season,
They were ranked in the top ZOfor most

of the season, were co-conference champions with Montana and went to the NCAA
tournament for the first time in school his'
tory.
But the similarities between the two
teams end there.
The men's squad has a number of experienced returners, lots of depth-especially
at the guard position-and a wealth of talenl.
Three starters from last year's teamguards
Steve Shephard
and Damon
Archibald and center John Coker-are back,
as are key reserves like J.D. Hulcen and Phil
Rodman;
The Broncos also have two important
players from the team's 199Z·93conference
champions, forward Sherman Morris and
guard Darnell Woods, both of whom had to
redshirt last year after being academically
ineligible.
"I feel very good about our group right
now.," BSlJ head coach Bobby Dye said in a
radio interview on Saturday. "If we can just
,keep these guys together, if we don't have
the normal injury problems we've had in
the past, especially these last four or five
years, we've got the chance to be a very
fine basketball team."
Things don't look quite as familiar for

the women's squad.
After four years with a strong group of
players led by AII·American center Lidiya
Varbanova taking BSU teams to higher levels of competition, the Broncos are suddenly a team with a new look and lots of new
faces.
Four of the five starters from last year
are gone. Varbanova, forwards Heather
Sower and guard Angle Evans ran OUt of
eligibility, while forwards Tory Torrolova
and Lisa Workman did not return for their
senior years.
There is still some strong talent on the
team. Senior point guard Tricia Bader, who
has been the spark plug on offense for the
past four years is back for her final season.
Also returning is junior center Verna
Guild, key reserve junior guard Michelle
Schultz and guards Wendy Berg and Deidre
Pierson.
The Broncos will have to rely on an
influx of newcomers, combined with the
leadership of the veterans to try and return
to the level they attained last year.
The season for both teams is scheduled
to start around the beginning of November
with exhibition games (Nov. 16 and 18 for
the men, Nov. 13,for the women) before the
official seasons begin.

World Series
is still on in
City 'of Trees
There's going to be a World
Series after all
It won't be played between
professional
teams, however.
Instead the BSU baseball club has
scheduled
a three-game series
between the over 30 Men's Senior
Baseball League champions, the
Boise White Sox for this weekend
The series is scheduled to begin
at noon on Saturday at Storey Park
in Meridian, with another game
following the first
The series continues with the
final game on Sunday at 1 p.m
The White Sox, who Helgerson
said have won their division for
the past three years, feature several players who used to play college ball. TIle squad finished their
regular season with a Zo-Zrecord.
Boise State played a short fall
season, going 3-3overall.
The bulk of the team's games
come in the spring. but BSU manager Tim Helgerson said the tournament, which is being dubbed
"The World Series of Boise," is
designed to be .fun for both teams
and fans, as well as competitive.

Volleyball, continued
from page 19
"I think one of the focuses right
now is we're definitely not having
the kind of year we wanted to
have. That's one of the reasons
we're playing more freshmen and
other players," Bailey said
For awhile the new lineup
looked like it give the win.
After a grueling first game loss,
the Broncos rallied to win the next
game handily and picked up
another win in game three. But the
momentum shifted in game four
and the Bengals rang off two.more
wins to get a match victory,
Bailey said she didn't really
have an explanation as to what
happened later in the match.
"I don't know. We didn't go as
hard early on in game four," she
said

.#

... -

Big West, continued
from page 19

It was championship week in Intramural flail footballlasfweek,lIS~~t~~fi~~thr"
dMsionsbOuledfor bragging rights and oJ-shirl. Above,
Three Toed Sloths quarlerback Paul Millsgets off a pass before being sacked by the Flashers' Mark Malone and ChristopherPllou, while Three Toed
Sloths blocker Nick Veldhouse watches.
The Flashers won the 'NFC division, knocking off the Sloths 42-16 on Sunday. The DriscollHall Raiders won the women's division by beating the
Chaffee team by a score of 14-0 on Sunday. The AFCdivision game was scheduled for Monday night between the Nadsond Chaffee BoUom, but resuhs
were not available at press time. Almost 20 teams were involved in this year's flog football season.

the football team.
Earlier in the 'week the NCAA
rejected Idaho's bid (0 make the
jump to I-A, primarily because the
Vandals play in a stadium that is
too small and because attendance
doesn't meet NCAA minimum
standards.
Idaho is trying to skirt that
issue through a loophole in the
NCAA bylaws, but nothing is
guaranteed yet
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ROGER MADSEN

for
SENATE
ON NOVEMBER 8TH

He needsyour support on Nooember 8th so he can continue helping BSU.
PAID FOR BY THE MADSEN FOR SENATE COM~ITTE,

C. SCOTT GROW, TREASURER
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ONE

by Brian Sbaber
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even this?run, the water sliding like the wind;
trips, hitting drift-wood and falling hard,
runs again, and then the sea flows out.
finds her beret
sparkling with creatures.
I am silent while we talk, the waves
Like wisdom flowing always away and back.

We
She
But
She

B=:

Sbaber, a senior, is an EngUsh major with a general litera·
e emphasis. He Is also working towards a philosophy

minor.:After BSU,he would like to go on to graduate
school-maybe atGonzlga-Qlld then teach at the university level.
The .llgbthoiJse in the poem was inspired by a 1lgbthouse at Qunp
McGruder on the Oregon coast "HoPefully, the poem will speak for
itself," Brian says "It Is about the mystery of strength aDd limitation."

This isn't about sex
gy course to satisfy

people. They're always trying to be good

be either a close friend or not have much

Degreeus, the god of

students by offering examples of the top:

else to do. It might be better if I started

graduation. Oh, psy-

ics we are currently discussing; examples

talking about sex, like I did in the begin-

that come from their everyday lives. It's

ning

.chologyt How it stimulates me.

RYAN DONAHUE
Art Director

really, it's not

I find it intriguing
and perplexing, yet comforting to be in
this class. Not because the material is par-

just that these people lead the most rldlcu-

Sex.

lously complicated and unusual lives of -

It's funny how that draws your atten-

any being on the planet
In the early days of class, we discussed

tion. I've reread that paragraph about 20
times so far. It excites me. I should keep

Sex.

ticularly enriching, mind you, but

the methods of experimenting in psychol-

writing, trying to elaborate and embellish

Alright, this isn't about sex. It's about

because the rest of the people in my

ogy. Of course, animal testing was brought

on the subject, but I don't have much else

my psychology class. However, by begin-

class are apparently part of some really,

up, because that is part of psychology.

to say about it.

ning that way, I think Ijust picked up a

really big experiment where the subjects

few more readers than usual

are deprived of the oxygen that would

gallon of mascara in those rabbits' eyes,"

column about sex that everyone would

This just goes to show you all that

"It's just terrible that they dump like a

Some people could write a really cool

normally go to their brain, allowing them

one girl said, quite out of context. "Like

read But not me. I write about things like

you're really big, nasty perverts deep

to perform such tasks as, oh, maybe

you would ever dump a gallon of mascara

psychology class. And it isn't even very

down. You sick bastards. Yecch.

thinking or comprehending

in your eyes."

entertaining. I guess that's my lot in life. To

Anyway, like most everyone else on
the planet, Iam taking a general psycholo-

or something

on that order.
Not that the people in my class are bad

You know, this is starting to get kind
of boring. If you've read this far, you must

write about psychology and think about
writing about sex. sad, isn't it? Oh well

WEDNESDAY, OcrOSER 19, 1994
lAURA DELGADO
StaffWriler
end your questions about school and life to
Max at the Arbiter. Call 345·8204. Leave a
message if Max isn't in. You don't need to
leave your name. Or you can mail your question
to The Arbiter at 1910.University Drive, 83725. If
you work in a department on campus, send your
question through inter-office mail

S

dents' minds from their problems. The powers
that be, the proverbial "theys," said thai the column must be identified by the person writing it.
So much for anonymity! Since several readers
have asked who Max is, now you know. It is I. My
nickname is Max.

Q: My boyfrltnd broke up with m. and

DOW I'm brok ••
For the past two yean he helped my kids aad I hy stock·
lag our fridge aad buylag clothes for the kids •.What am I
SUPPOSH to do?

A: Think back and reflect.

Onion· Features Syndicate
Arl'l (Mar. 21-1pr. 19) Just because I'm white, doesn't mean I
don't know what it's like to grow up in the Ghet-to, I am
from the worst part of an area suburb.
'aurul (Apr. 2o--May 20) Your mom is so ugly, that I don't think
anyone would make love to her. That's actually kind of sad
I'm sorry about what I said about your mom
GemIni (Ma, 2l-.1un. 21) I just think that I get along better with
black people 'cause whites are so uptight, man. I think that
deep down I am a black person inside.
Cancer (Jun. 22--Jul, 22) Gangbanging may seem like fun, man,
but don't, 'cause gangs are uncool. I saw an episode about
gangs on the ABC Afterschool Special, man, and it was
scary.
Leo (Julj 23-1ul. 22) Don't dis' me, homes, or I'll cap you with
my nine. Some guy said that to me in Chicago, and needless
to say, I became quite upset.
VlrllO(Aull. 23-5.p'.
22) I make it a point to use as many swear
words as possible in ~y raps.
LIbra (S.p,. 23-oct. 23) "Yo, yo, yo!" Is something that one says
when trying to get someone's attention. It is a term I have
found necessary to employ several times in the past.
ScorpIo (Oct. 24.-Nov. 21) I am proud to call several of the black
people from myhigh school friends.
Salllttarlul (Nov. 22-11.c. 21) I don't smoke no weed,! or drink
forties, indeed.Z cause dope is for dopes,/ and drunk driving
can get you in trouble with the cops. That waski.nd ofa.
slant rhymeLJ~.w.it.wlILbetonmy·nexf
alIJumeiuTtled

."Moov·ln' ·i:ii Bloody."

Capricorn (D.c. 22-.1an. 19) I really think that People magazine
presents the facts about movies and television in an informative and entertaining format.
Ailuarlul (Jan. 2o-F.b. 18) Of all birds, my favorite must be the
toucan. What a colorful bird indeed!
PIIC.I (F.b. 19-Mar. 20) I used to like Gary Larson's Far Side car. toon, but I think that it just got pretty old

Rub, W, •• r·lo lion vacation. Yo MOIII$ Million$ II the rap
p••
'or Chuck H•• ry.
.

udon,.

Who Is Max aad why lIots his columa say hy Lan
Delgado?

Q:.

A:

Max was supposed to be an anonymous, gender-free BSU student, here to help students out
. with their problems or provide an entertaining
couple of paragraphs every week to relieve stu-

How did you and your kids
live before this guy came
along? Did you eat out often?
Did you prepare most of your
meals at home? What did you
and the kids eat? Where did
you shop? r bet your lifestyle changed drastically
from the time he started helping you. If you can
remember how you made it from payday to pay.
day before he came into the picture, you can
make it. This will require reality checks and
changes in your current lifestyle. Don't get discouraged.

BACK TO SCHOOL CASH
CoIplts & ShdHIs WekOIH
ef IT & PIT sWlIs available wllh growing
cOIIIJICIIIY

LET US HELP YOU FIND A
ROOM·MATE, SELL A CAR
OR FIND YOURSOUL·MATE
STUDENT (WSIFIED UTE
First twenty-five words
are FREE. Each additional word cost 25 cents. .
REGULAR (WSIFIED ADS
Non-students. $4.00 will
buy you twenty-five
words. Additional
words cost twnety-five
cents each.

COMMERCIAL &

oEarIy A.M../WHbad Shifts
ef IT Knl. 5IptrvIsar
of'' ... lIoor penH

BUSIHESS

b~

RATES

Fifty cents per word.
PERSONAU ARE FREE
GENERAL INFORMATION
All ads must 'be
received and paid for
by 5p.rn Fridays for the
NEXT Wednesday's edition. Call T] for information on placing your ads
~onday, Wednesday
and Fridays afternoons
1to 5.

Training, a six week technical
education program will begin.
The program is offered on
weekdays through Dec. 9. For
more information call 385-3126.

3 p.... and 7 p.lII.

COMPIUDIY HOUlE IWiKENSHIP
Senior Staff Writer

Oc'. 19
9 a•••
. College of Technology
Fair,
which features 26 demonstra·
tions, will run through 2:30 p.m.
Demonstrations
are repeated
every half hour and start at the
tent in front of the Applied
Technology
Building,
1410
University Dr.

23

ral restoration and· waste managementactivites
of the Idaho
National Engineering Laboratory
untill 9 pm. at the Grove.
6130 p.M.
BSU Advertising Federation will
sponsor
a guest lecture by
Dominique Oldsfield of Guy,
Rome & Associates
in the
Alexander Room of the SUB. To
attend, call Tricia at 376-1504.

Oel.20

4p •••

7:30 p.••

Department of Energy's semiannu·
al briefing to discuss environmen'

Sharon Lund, a heterosexual
woman infected with the.HIV

Idaho Rivers United will have a
public hearing to discuss wild
virus, will speak at the Special
salmon .and the Snake River
Events Center. The presentation
Hydropower System. rally will
is co-sponsored by the Students
Programs Board, the Idaho Aids . include guest 'speaker President
Foundation and BGLAD. Tickets of Noational Trour· Unlimited
Charles Gauvin and music by
are $2 general admission, faculty
.. Black Diamond At the Grove.
and staff, $1 for students.

Oel.21

MACINrOSH COMPUTER
e_pltt. syst .........
prIIttr OIly
$500.00. Cal CIIIts at 1-100-219-5615.

LOVING/CARING
H_ Day
1177.

e..

11So. East loise, wlD7·

PEOPLE PERSONIIII
F. _ exdlllg work Is wIIat w..... W.

or. 100'"

'01' peopIt tnt Il.

IS.

TraWls

available. cal 377·t900.

Development presents a workshop on improving employee
work habits. Sessions repeat the
following Wed. and Thurs. at $49
a person. Call 385·3161 for more
information.

Oct. 26
8:30 a....
Step 1 Developing Performance
Plans presented by BSU Training
and Development
at the SUB
Barnwell room This is a prereq. uisite to Steps 11 and 111

Oct. 25

International Student Meeting. At
the Barnwell Room in the SUB.
Call Brenda Ross at 385-1757for
more information.

Oc•• 24

7p •••
An organizational meeting of the
City of Trees Chapter of Parents
Without Partners at Round Table
Pizza, 6840 N. Glenwood. Call
Cathy Carter at 344·3753-

7 p.lII.

8:30 a•••
Pre·employment

Iat""IIws, wi 336-5260 ,,345-

2951.

and Readiness

BSU's Center for Management

Ev.n.. for .h. (omllullty
Cal.ndar .hould ... fax.d,
mall... or handd.llv.r.d
'0 Th.Arbl'er a' I.a.' OR
w•• k b.for •• hI d•• lr.d
publlca'londa•••
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